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North Texas
recovers after
tornadoes
cause major
damage
Students react
to destruction
close to home
BRIELLE HETHERINGTON
news editor
Photo courtesy of BAILEY FORKNER

North Texas experienced an outbreak of
tornadoes that began last Sunday, Oct. 20,
and continued throughout the week. A total
of 10 tornadoes caused at least $2 billion worth
of devastation. According to the Insurance
Council of Texas, this is the costliest loss due
to a tornado outbreak in Texas history.
Texas natives comprise a large percentage
of Harding’s student body, including junior
Madyson Rowland, who is from Seagoville,
a small town only 15 minutes from downtown
Dallas.
“Although my house didn’t get hit by the
tornadoes, there was a touchdown only two
miles away from where me and my family live,”
Rowland said. “There was a tree that had fallen

Letters spelling “hope” stand amid wreckage of Park City Baptist Church in Dallas. Multiple tornadoes touched
down in Dallas Oct. 20, causing billions of dollars in damage.
on a truck only two blocks away, and several $125 billion damages caused by Hurricane
“I love where I live because I get the small
major highways were closed.”
Harvey nationwide in 2017.
town experience,” Edwards said. “But I also
According to Dallas Morning News, the
Despite the hardships, Rowland still believes have so many opportunities being so close
last outbreak of tornadoes to cause a large and in something special about her home state.
to Dallas.”
costly amount of damage was in 2015, when
“What I love about Texas and the people
Dallas Morning News reported that the
$1.2 billion was needed to help with relief.
who live there is their ability to work together Federal Emergency Management Agency will
The string of tornadoes was only one to fix the communities that have been affected deploy teams in the area to assess damage from
natural catastrophe among several that have by the storms,” Rowland said.
the outbreak. After the teams’ assessments,
gone through Texas in the past five years.
Sophomore Mary Edwards is a resident of President Donald Trump may issue a disaster
According to the National Oceanic and Royse City, which is 40 minutes from Dallas. declaration for public assistance, which will
Atmospheric Administration, Texas has Edwards said her family was safe from the release funds for various damage control and
received considerable damage within the past storms; however, the fear of what could have clean-up crews, reconstruction of infrastructure,
five years from severe hail and wind, droughts, happened reminded her of why she loved and repairs.
tropical storms, and flooding, including the Texas so much.

Chile declares state of emergency
PERI GREENE
beat reporter
The streets of many Chilean cities have
been f looded with protests since Oct.
18. Though demonstrations are not an
uncommon practice in Chile, the current
protests are far more violent, widespread,
and demanding of change.
The unrest was stimu lated by the
4% increase in metro fare that became
active Oct. 6. A group of high school
and university students expressed their
disapproval of the increase by jumping
over turnstiles rather than paying the
extra money. The local police showed up
to aid in the situation, but violence erupted
instead — unfortunately the violence has
continued since then.
The rise in metro fares are only a small
part of the passionate protests. Tensions
surrounding government corruption and
an array of inequalities have been rising
within Chile for quite some time despite
its or the country’s reputation for having
great stability.
Time Magazine reported, “The young
protesters, who are also experiencing the
strain of an underfunded education system,
were joined in mass demonstrations by
many other Chileans who are frustrated
by rising living costs, low wages and one
of the worst rates of inequality in Latin
America.”
The transportation fare has since been
suspended in Chilean President Sebastián

Piñera’s attempt to restore order. However,
the suspension seemingly did very little
good, as chaos continued.
“The protests initially began over a nowsuspended price hike for subway tickets
in Santiago but have since expanded,
revealing anger among ordinary Chileans
who feel they have been excluded from the
nation’s economic rise,” CNN reported
Monday.
In response to the violence, Piñera sent
the military to the streets and on Oct. 19
declared a state of emergency along with
instating curfews in Chile’s larger cities,
according to CNN. The curfew has since
been lifted, but the country still remains
frustrated, needing answers, and with a
death toll of 20 and over 1,000 injured.
The military interference, the curfew
and the intense violence resemble too
closely the 17 year military dictatorship
under Augusto Pinochet in which 40,000
disappea red, were k il led, deta ined,
imprisoned or tortured. The country did
not return to democracy until 1990, so
many victims’ famillies, as well as victims
themselves, are still living. Chile’s past
relationship with government in the
country creates an especially unnerving
political and cultural climate.
The New York Times stated, “This
is the first time since Chile’s return to
democracy in 1990 that the government
has declared a state of emergency for
public disorders in the capital.”

In the coming weeks,
Chile was scheduled to
host two different global
s u m m it s . A t on e ,
Pre sident Tr u mp
planned to meet with
Chinese President
X i Ji npi n g o v e r
details concerning
the first step in a
t rade dea l in an
effort to ease tensions
between the nations.
Because of the unrest,
however, Chile canceled
the summit meetings as of
Oct. 30.
Chile is no longer the country
of residence for students attending
Harding University Latin America, but
according to Audra Pleasant, executive
director of International Programs, the
program change was not due to any
foresight of the current unrest. Lew
Knapp, who studied abroad in Chile last
spring on the final trip, expressed serious
concern for the country and the Chilean
friends he made while living there. He has
been actively corresponding with them
to ensure their safety and stay informed
about a country he holds dear.
The situation in Chile continues to
unfold. The information in this article was
reported Wednesday night. Check local
and national news outlets for updates.

at the 2018 Five Minute Film Festival.
Crabtree said creating a short film goes
way beyond what you see on the screen.
“There is a lot that goes into creating a
short film, but on the creative side, at least
for me, I started with a vague idea of what
I wanted to make,” Crabtree said. “I then
figured out the tone of the film I wanted
to produce and then began really fleshing
out all of the details like color, music, etc.”
For students interested in being exposed

to film, Dr. Amy Qualls, associate professor
of English, teaches documentary film, a
new course that talks about the ability to
shape a true story into the representation
of truth. Qualls encouraged students who
want to make a career out of filmmaking
to take advantage of the Five Minute
Film Festival because of how important
storytelling is in the corporate world.

Film festival encourages creativity

MARYN MCAFEE
student writer
The Five Minute Film Festival, a contest
that encourages students to channel their
creativity, will begin at the Rialto Theater
in Searcy tonight. This event encourages
Harding students to channel their creativity
and step outside their comfort zone.
Alumnus Bronson Crabtree directed
“The Bench,” which was named “Best Film”
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The Honors House is a gathering place for students of the Honors College.
Students within the Honors College have planned their first Murder Mystery
dinner for Nov. 14.

Photo by RYANN HEIM

Honors College hosts first murder mystery dinner
KARLI WILLIAMSON
features editor
For the first time, the Harding University
Honors College is hosting a murder mystery
dinner on Nov. 14 at the Honors House.
Frustrated by existing murder mystery options,
senior Matthew Emlaw, vice president of the
honors council, decided to create his own. He
wanted to design his own murder mystery kit
to create a challenging and fun night for friends.
“I was involved in several murder mystery
[games] in high school,” Emlaw said. “We
bought the kits, and I was disappointed with

some of them — the way it was designed, I felt
like it was impossible to solve or too easy, and
so I wanted to create my own. I had thrown
around this idea for a while, but this semester
we decided to make it happen.”
Freshman Josh Milnes is on the planning
committee for the event. He said the committee,
comprised of about five students, meets every
Sunday from 2-4 p.m.
“We have worked extensively on characters
and plot lines to make this experience as fun as
possible and as interesting as possible,” Milnes
said. “We’ve also thrown in a couple of jokes
that we think will just make the whole night
more fun.”

Emlaw said all students are encouraged to
sign up and participate in this seasonal event.
“We weren’t sure how many people were
going to be interested, so when we first released
it, we wanted to give honors students first dibs,”
Emlaw said. “Now it is open to the public, and
anyone is welcome to sign up. We are trying
to get a few more people to sign up to fill all
of the slots we have designed and planned for.”
Milner wanted students to know that even
if they may be shy or have no prior acting
experience, they should still participate in
this event.
“You don’t have to be a good actor to
participate, you don’t really have to be very

outgoing at all,” Milner said. “We will have
instructions for everyone, and it will just be a
fun group of about 30 or so people trying to
figure out a ‘murder.’”
According to Debbie Baird, Honors College
administrator, the first 39 students who sign
up and pay the $5 fee to the Honors House
will be selected to participate.
“100% of the fee money collected will be
given to a charity selected by the participants
on the night of the event,” Baird said.
Sign-ups close today. Anyone interested can
sign up at the Honors House on Center Avenue.

Barnabas Project seeks
to help students, alumni
discover their purpose
JESSICA SIMMONS
student writer

Photo by SADIE THORTON

Adventurist backpacks hang on display in the bookstore. The Adventurist
Backpack Co. has helped 200 different food banks with the procedes from
the company’s sales.

Harding partners with
Adventurist Backpack Co.
WILL ALLEN
student writer

Matilda Sandstrom and Kelly Belknap,
the husband and wife duo who co-founded
Adventurist Backpack Co., create backpacks
for the purpose of giving back by helping feed
families in need around the United States
through a third party partnership called
Feeding America.
Based on a desire to help those in need,
the couple said Adventurist Backpack Co.
donates 25 meals for each backpack sold. This
year, the Harding University Bookstore bought
12 of these backpacks to sell to students in
partnership with Adventurist.
The idea for the organization started when
the couple fit 25 meals in their backpacks
and gave them to people throughout the
day, and that mission has carried on through
their efforts.
Harding University Bookstore employee
senior Camille Sloan said she feels it’s important
for Harding to be a part of this cause.
“I think that is so awesome that the
bookstore participates in selling these
backpacks to provide meals to those in need
across the United States,” Sloan said. “I feel
this way because Harding is at its core a
FILM FEST, 2A
“If you’re a storyteller, and you understand
the story and how to reach people, and you
can do that very succinctly through film,
that’s a huge advantage,” Qualls said. “Film
is often the first thing that a potential client,
customer or supporter will actually see. So
film has become sort of the first impression
for a lot of different organizations.”
Whether the Five Minute Film Festival
is something fun to create with friends
or an actual stepping stone to pursuing
a dream, Crabtree said for him, creating
“The Bench” led to much more than just
entering a contest.
“After the HU Film Fest, I had no
intentions of doing anything else with the
film,” Crabtree said. “However, I saw a local
film fest in Little Rock and decided on a
whim to enter ‘The Bench,’” Crabtree said.
“A few weeks later I received an acceptance
letter, and I got to participate in an Arkansas
Cinema Society film festival featuring

Christian institution, and every way that we
can show the love of Christ all across campus
is so important.”
Charity is a powerful motivator that can
convince a consumer to buy a product for the
purpose of giving back, which is the focus of
Harding’s slogan, “Community of Mission.”
David Hall, Harding bookstore manager,
expressed the importance of the bookstore
giving back.
“Our whole purpose of being here is to
serve the Harding students,” Hall said. “What
some people don’t realize is that every single
penny that is spent in the bookstore goes
right back to the Harding students. We’re
trying wherever we can to be socially aware
while still being a source of revenue for the
University to help out all the students.”
Michael Hammonds, senior business
student, expressed his view on the importance
of charity and giving back to people in need,
especially from a business standpoint.
“From my perspective, charity is a great
tool that a business can use to leverage
consumers into having a positive outlook on
that business,” Hammonds said. “It’s great
to see that Harding is constantly involved
in ways that give back whether they be big
or small.”
Oscar-winning producers and directors. It
was an honor sharing the stage with both
beginners and top-dog filmmakers.”
Senior Caleb Smiley has participated
in the film festival since 2016, and he said
there is a mixture of feelings as he prepares
to enter his final Harding Five Minute Film
Festival. As Smiley debuts a sequel film to
his entry in last year’s contest, he reflects
on how the experiences have helped him
grow as a filmmaker.
“In all my years going to the festival,
it’s always been fun to show my films to
everyone and watch their reactions, but it has
also been great to receive the feedback that
I have from both students and professors,”
Smiley said. “It has helped me improve
and has inspired me to make better films
each year.”
The Five Minute Film Festival begins
tonight at the Rialto Theater at 9. The event
is open to the public for $5, but seating is
limited.

According to Barna Group research,
two thirds of Christians who are active in
their local church still feel a strong need
to understand their life’s purpose.
In the Harding community, the Barnabas
Project is helping students and alumni
find their purpose and intentionally live it.
“We hope to provide the opportunity
for Harding students and alumni to build
strong relationships based on working
together to understand why God created
them and what they have been called
to do,” Generation HU Director Shelbi
Bridges said.
The Barnabas Project program pairs
students with one or two Harding alumni
during the year-long course, which includes
attending conferences, following a guided
notebook system, and FaceTiming regularly
with partners. Participants create a personal
mission statement and life plan tailored
to their passions, strengths and priorities.
Instead of a “one size fits all” approach
to success, the program provides the tools,
relationships and guidance for its participants
to live their individual purpose.

I’m looking ahead to the
future and being realistic
about what I want to get out
of my life...
– Abby Coffey,
senior

For example, the Barnabas Project helps
students who are considering living in
northwest Arkansas to make connections
with people in that area so encouraging
Christian relationships will await them after

graduation. This kind of forethought and
intentionality is another goal the program
organizers have.
“[I’m] looking ahead to the future and
being realistic about what I want to get
out of my life and what I want out of a
job and out of my relationships,” senior
Abby Coffey said. “[I’m] making a plan
about how to execute those in the best
way possible.”
Coffey’s partner is a new mom, who
gives Coffey a glimpse into a demographic
she doesn’t often encounter on campus.
Through the Barnabas Project, partners
seek the same objective of living toward
their purpose, but while one is balancing
schoolwork and activities, the other juggles
raising a family and working a full-time job.
This age gap between partners enhances
their perspectives. Current S tudent
Association President Michael Krupka’s
partner Josh Bundy, an ‘06 alumnus, was
also SA president. Around the time Krupka
was considering running for the position,
he met Bundy and was encouraged by his
advice and success.
“The relationship is difficult to define
as a mentor-mentee or partner to partner
relationship,” Krupka said. “It’s a little bit
of both. At times [my partner] is giving
me advice because he has more experience
than I do. At other times he’s asking me
how I see things because I have a different
perspective from him.”
C u r re n t l y, t h e B a r n a b a s Pro j e c t
leadership is privately discussing possible
improvements to the program, but does
not intend to change its purpose.
“ We have taken steps to ask past
participants what they think of the program,
and some of the most consistent answers
include stating that the Barnabas Project
has helped them live intentionally and
build Christian relationships,” Bridges said.

Photo by RYANN HEIM

Sara Anne Brown sits in the library as she writes in her guided notebook.
The Barnabas Project was founded on the mission to help students find
their purpose in life.
CORRECTION: In the Oct. 25 issue of The Bison, graphic designer for Harding’s
updated Bison logo, Tim Cox, was misrepresented as Tim Cook. The error has been
corrected on The Link.
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Little
but loud

Swipe left on having swipes left

Kinsey Stubblefield
Opinions Editor

Major changes needed for dining program
Darrian Bagley
Graphic Designer

A

ramark caters to prisons, so it’s fitting
that they have a captive consumer
base here at Harding. Mandatory minimum
meal plans and a non-compete agreement
provide Aramark with a monopoly over the
food service market on Harding’s campus.
But if students were given a choice, would
they choose Aramark?
According to Harding’s filed Form 990,
in fiscal year 2017, after compensating
Aramark’s dining and catering services,
Harding retained over $2.5 million of
the revenue from food service that, after
being used to fund cafeteria maintenance
and compensate custodial services, became
discretionary funds for the University. In
addition, Harding earned over $12 million
in revenue from dorms and apartments.
Taking that into account, it’s hard to
believe the administration isn’t at least
partially motivated to maintain the strict
off-campus policy and minimum meal plans
for on-campus students to pad Harding’s
yearly revenue and cover unrelated costs.

Room and board costs
students $7,004 their first
year at Harding.
That said, the administration requires
resident students to purchase expensive
meal plans, while Aramark, Harding’s food
service provider, is under little pressure to
deliver high quality food service in the
cafeteria. The company can increase its
profit margins by serving cheaper food,
opening for fewer hours, and minimally
staffing the facility. In fact, the less that
students eat in the cafeteria, the less food
Aramark has to purchase and prepare,
which reduces their operating costs,
potentially increasing their profit margins.
Harding doesn’t require Aramark to report
the number of purchased swipes that are
actually used each semester, so there’s little
accountability that students are actually
making use of the swipes they purchase.

That brings us to “Graze.” While on
the surface, Graze brought some minor
improvements to the cafeteria, the timing
of the rebranding suggests its true purpose
is to divert students’ attention from the
reintroduction of weekly swipe plans and
the new policy of tracking and limiting
guest swipes. Both changes are a clear
indication that Aramark never intended
for students to use all the swipes they
purchase. Additionally, students have fewer
meal plan options this year, the cafeteria
closes half an hour earlier at 7:30 p.m. and
most lines are now self-service.

Harding doesn’t require
Aramark to report the
number of purchased swipes
that are actually used
each year, so there’s no
accountability that students
actually make use of the
swipes they purchase.
– Darrian Bagley,
head graphic designer

For decades, members of the Student
Association and opinion writers in The
Bison have called for Aramark to refund
the cost of unused swipes as DCB or allow
swipes to be used at Searcy restaurants
or in the student center. While these are
partial remedies, they ignore the reasons
students rarely use all of their swipes in
the first place: excessive minimum meal
plan purchases and a lack of quality food
in the cafeteria.

The minimum plan for
sophomores costs just
$35 less than the minimum
for freshmen.
The only way the quality of the cafeteria
will meaningfully improve is by giving
students the power to choose where they

want to eat. If the administration is willing
to do what’s in the student body’s best
interest, they should remove minimum
meal plan purchases, allowing students
to decide whether they want to eat in the
cafeteria or spend their money elsewhere,
perhaps supporting local small businesses
or cooking in their dorms. No longer
guaranteed customers, Aramark would
have to provide a service students deem
worth the cost of a meal plan.
This year, Harding’s administraion
has the opportunity to make meaningful,
long-term positive change for students as
they review their contract with Aramark.
According to John Noah, director of the
Harding business office, their timeframe
for final decisions is in March or April
of next year.
Perhaps with proper competition, Aramark
would rise to the challenge of providing
quality food service that students decide
is worth the premium costs. Or, if most
students still prefer to eat elsewhere, the
cafeteria could be refitted to serve fewer
students at substantially lower operating
costs, removing the need to subsidize the
operation with required minimum purchases.
A smaller cafeteria could focus on doing
a few things well, rather than providing

There have been at least 31
previously published Bison
opinion pieces criticizing
the cafeteria.
as large a variety of low quality options.
For almost 50 years, Harding students
have complained about required meal
plans. This year, as Harding is revisiting
its agreement with Aramark, it’s time for
the administration to finally address the
root of the problem, improve the cafeteria
and save students money. End required
meal plans.
DARRIAN BAGLEY is the head
graphic designer for The Bison. He
may be contacted at dbagley1@
harding.edu.

Giving a hand for handshakes
Michael Taft

Guest Writer

L

et me set a scene for you. You are sitting
in the Stu eating some delicious, piping
hot Panda Express. You feel delight as you
scarf down your late lunch. That is, until a faint
voice calls out your name. You raise your head
and do a quick scan of the room, locating the
voice. Your vision zones in on a familiar face —
Bartholomew. (This name was picked from the
top of my head. No ties to any Bartholomews
on campus are intended). He has a friendly
look on his face as he approaches you.
In the meantime, you start sweating
metaphorical bullets. How should you greet
him? You guys have had a couple classes
together and know each other pretty well —
so should you hug him? Or maybe he isn’t a
physically affectionate person — so maybe
you should just go with a fist bump/high-five.
Time slows as Bartholomew starts to extend
an arm. “Oh! He must be just waving at me!”,
you think to yourself. But that thought is
scratched out as his arm stops at around his
waist height. Now is the moment for you to
act — you are convinced he is going in for
a fist bump. Time resumes at normal speed
as your fist meets his hand.
I’m pretty sure most of us have been in
this situation before, and I’m pretty sure what

staff Emily Nicks

runs through our head after this is something
like, “Please strike me down right here and
right now and let me cease this eternal
embarrassment.” Now, I don’t want to say
that I have a solution for this problem, but
I have a solution for this problem, as well
as a couple of problems that you didn’t even
know you had. Let me introduce you to a
handshake. The handshake is an ingenious
idea with many different facets of brilliancy.
The lack of misunderstanding attached to
the gesture is one way that the handshake
is brilliant. At least here in the U.S., finding
someone above age 10 and below age 100 who
doesn’t understand the concept of a handshake
would be neigh impossible. Of course, in
other countries a handshake might not be
the most proper form of introduction, but I
am writing with the idea that the majority
of readers are going to be in the U.S. for a
good chunk of their lives.
Another benefit of the handshake is
the ability to convey professionalism and
confidence at the same time. (Of course,
this assumes that you have a high-quality
handshake to begin with.) People are naturally
drawn to others who exude confidence and
are naturally more inclined to trust them.
When you initiate a handshake — a solid
handshake — you instantly appear more
magnetic, as well as more confident and in

control. Old people also tell me they like
people with a strong handshake; take what
you will from that.
The final benefit that comes from the
handshake is the physical touch aspect.
As well as being classy and snazzy, a
handshake is short and succinct. Let’s
bring Bartholomew from our earlier
example back into the story. Imagine you
and Bartholomew initiate a handshake,
make a little small talk and then part ways.
But oh, no. Bartholomew recently went
splashing in some influenza infested water.
No problem. Just wash your hands. Now
imagine if you and Bartholomew instead
shared a hug *gasp*. What are you going
to do now? Burn your clothes and take a
quick shower? You don’t have enough time
because you have a test in seven minutes!
The handshake is far safer.
At the end of the day, I think the question
you should be asking yourself is, “Do I want
to live the rest of my life looking like an
imbecile not knowing what greeting to
partake in with my fellow peers?” Maybe
you should try it out and see all the good
that can come from it. Either way, come
forward as we stand and sing.
MICHAEL TAFT is a guest writer for
The Bison. He may be contacted at
mtaft@harding.edu.

Kind is cool
T

he 2019 World Series between the
Houston Astros and Washington
Nationals began last Tuesday, Oct. 22. There
were some major upsets. The series was in
the news cycle for more than just sports
updates. The headlines Monday focused on
President Trump’s reaction to the fans in
Nationals Park, the home of the Nationals.
The stadium was in complete uproar
when Trump appeared on the video board
with the sound of boos drowning out any
cheers, announcers or calls for peanuts.
Videos circulated instantly on social media
platforms of the baseball fans booing Trump,
followed by the “Lock him up!” chant.
Trump’s reaction to the crowd was captured
as well — at first shown waving and smiling
to the thousands of fans, moments later,
realization washed over his face to reveal
what looked like genuine hurt.
I can be quite the critic of Trump; he is
not necessarily the kindest human or my
favorite political leader. His actions reflect
poor character, and the unkind behavior
to his own voters and staffers is absolutely
ridiculous. Though it seems impossible
sometimes, at the end of the day, I have to
realize he should be treated like a human being
who deserves love, kindness and patience.
Trust me, this is coming from someone
who can be mean, but that impulse is not
being broadcast on a national and international
stage every minute of the day. Any and
everything Trump has (or has not) done
has, for the most part, been brought into
light because of the position he is in. Trump
cannot catch a break. The moves he makes,
the speeches he gives — all of it is watched
and monitored 24/7.
Criticism is no myth to Trump, I am
sure. He must be constantly bombarded
with it from his staff, the news and his
constituents. The pressure weighs heavy on
his shoulders the moment he goes to bed
and resumes as soon as he wakes up in the
morning. Not to mention the pressure and
insecurities in his own mind building up
immensely from what every other person
has to say about the position he is in. This
is something we can all understand. I am a
22-year-old college student struggling with
a mental illness, two jobs and a full course
load of core communication classes, and I
am barely keeping my head above water.
Getting out of bed is sometimes the hardest
part of the day. But at least I don’t run the
free world. Just like anyone else, Trump is
a human being. Imagine being booed by
almost 44,000 people.
Imagine that feeling. I am sure it feels
similar to someone subtweeting about you
being inadequate because you use a backup
camera to reverse into a parking spot. It
could feel similar to seeing multiple memes
being made about how unpopular you are
among students because of the attempts you
are making to improve their quality of life.
It might even be similar to feeling as if the
world has ended because, by accident, the
social club sports’ rankings were wrong,
and you had to be reminded all day of the
mistake because of others’ unkindness.
You fill in the blank.
In the words of Brad Montague, we
are all “ just human [beings] who deserve
to be loved.” The meanest bone in your
body realizes that Trump is human and
deserves grace, even when what he does is
not the absolute best. We are all human. It’s
cliché, but most times, we only know the
tip of the iceberg. From the president of the
United States to the person you sit next to
in chapel, be kind — there are enormous
things happening in every life.
KINSEY STUBBLEFIELD is the opinions
editor for The Bison. She may be contacted at kstubblefield@harding.edu.
Twitter: @kinseystubbs
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Learning
to swim
Emily Nicks

Editor-in-Chief

Walks and
drives
E

arlier this week, I got a call from a
friend asking if I wanted to go on
a walk. Immediately, my spirit was lifted
and my exhaustion was eased a bit. After
a hectic day of classes, interviews and
meetings, nothing sounded more refreshing
than a couple laps around the trail by the
intramural fields in the chilly evening air
with my sweet friend.
Just a few days later, another friend and
I had an unexpected free half hour between
events. Already in the car after a group
dinner had concluded, we went on a drive. It
had been a while since we’d found time for
good conversation together — as we drove,
we checked in on one another, discussing
our recent victories and challenges. I felt
heard and supported.
It was an uplifting week, one much
needed after two weeks that left me feeling
drained and weary.
This semester, I’ve actually been taking
a lot of walks and going on a lot of drives,
sometimes in solitude but often with friends.
Some of the easiest silences and most honest
conversations have taken place through
the comfort of steady footfalls against the
walking trail around the intramural fields
and over the quiet hum of a car engine. There
have been some truly treasured moments.
I think there’s something helpful
about having an activity accompanying
conversation. It can ease the tension and
aid the occasional awkwardness. Other
than providing a nice atmosphere, however,
I think walking or driving with another
person can mean even more.
When we walk or drive, we’re in a
steady state of motion; we travel forward.
Whether we’re slowly strolling around a
loop or driving down winding backroads,
we don’t stay in the same place for long.
Sometimes it gets old, and sometimes we
get lost. Occasionally, we feel weary on
the walks or lonely on the drives. Yet, we
keep moving onward, or we at least try to.
It’s kind of like life.

Yet, we keep moving
onward, or we at least try
to. It’s kind of like life.
– Emily Nicks,
editor-in-chief

We go on walks alone, just as many
of us came to school not knowing a soul.
We take solitary drives, just like some of
us will soon pursue post-grad life in a
new city. Many times, these instances of
independence are chances to grow. If all
of our walks and drives happen without
community, though, things get lonely quick.
When we share connection through
forward motion, we show that we’re willing
to journey with one another, whether it’s
for a few yards or many miles. While
sitting down for coffee with a friend is
always welcome, and often powerful,
there’s a different kind of connection that
can happen when both parties are gazing
forward, moving along a path. It’s one of
purpose; it’s one of a shared goal.
When we join up with others on our
own personal journeys, we provide support
through challenges. We infuse energy
into weariness. We’re all headed toward
something — when the opportunity arises
to travel together, it only makes sense to
embrace the chance.
So, before it gets too cold, ask someone
if they want to go on a walk. Text that old
friend from freshman year you haven’t
checked on in a while, and invite them on
a drive. We’re all taking journeys — might
as well connect and journey together for
a little bit. It may be just the boost you
or someone else needs to make it a few
more miles.
EMILY NICKS is the editor-in-chief for
The Bison. She may be contacted at
enicks@harding.edu.
Twitter: @emilyk_nicks

Lew Knapp

T

Guest Writer

here are tons of issues and conflicts
happening right now all across
the world; issues in the Middle East with
Turkey’s invasion of the Kurdish territories
and in South America with the widespread
protests in Ecuador, Chile, Venezuela and
Bolivia. One of these countries hits me
personally, and that is Chile.
Recently, Chile has been plagued with
several large protests in almost every city. From
Santiago to Viña Del Mar, Chileans from all
across the country are demanding that the
current president, Sebastián Piñera, resign
or “renuncia.” Here’s why: The government
raised the price of public transportation,
causing thousands of citizens who rely on
public transportation every day to protest.
It doesn’t seem like a big deal, since here in
the United States, especially in Searcy, we
don’t rely on public transportation as much,
but in Chile — and Latin America for that
matter — many heavily rely on it. Chile
also doesn’t produce any form of oil, so they
import every drop, leading to high prices
for gasoline, electricity and transportation.
With the fare of transportation already
high, Piñera’s policies didn’t help Chile’s
already tense situation.
I attended Harding University in Latin
America (HULA) in spring 2019, and one
of the first places we stayed was Viña Del
Mar. There I met and learned from many

Tension rises in
Chilean protests
Chileans about the country’s difficult
political past. Chile has been under two
very oppressive governments. The first was
Salvador Allende, a self-proclaimed socialist
who tried to create a “better Chile,” but
ended up bringing division among the
populace and economic hardships on Chile’s
lower classes and indigenous population.
In typical U.S. fashion during the Cold
War, the CIA feared that Allende would
ally with the Soviet Union and spread the
ideology of socialism in South America.
With that thought in mind, they aided
and conducted a military coup d’état. With
Allende out of office, the United States
supported the antisocialist dictatorship
of Augusto Pinochet. I could go on about
the horrors that Pinochet committed, and
how he allowed former Nazis to hide in
Chile, but that’s for another day.
When the HULA group was in Chile, we
met several members of the Viña Church
of Christ. This enabled us to engage in the
Chilean culture and learn about the country
as a whole. With current protests, I decided
to ask a couple of friends who live in Chile,
Melanie O’Ryan and Catalina Andrea,
about the situation. Melanie sent a photo
of protestors, mostly students, robbing a
supermarket near her home in Viña.
“People began to invade the metro, that
is, without paying, and they began to protest

and break a lot of stuff in the streets,”
Melanie said. She also mentioned that they
still don’t have any public transportation
to get anywhere, plus every city is under
a 6 p.m. curfew.
“[Chileans] want President Piñera to
resign. The armed forces are in the streets
abusing people,” Catalina said.
I asked her if Piñera is anything like
Pinochet ever was. “Piñera is just like
Pinochet,” she said. There have been
reports that 15 people have been killed
and many others injured by the hands of
the Carabineros, or police officers in Chile.
The Santiago Times reported — and it was
verified — that Piñera was out celebrating
his grandson’s birthday while thousands
of Chileans were trapped because of the
transportation chaos. I’ve seen videos of
highways filled with protestors waving
Chile’s flag and chanting antigovernment
slogans.
It bothers me to see the beautiful cities
of Viña Del Mar and Valparaíso in flames,
when only in March 2019 the HULA group
was touring these historic cities. My prayer
is that Chile can maintain order and that
no one else gets hurt or killed.
LEW KNAPP is a guest writer
for The Bison. He may be
contacted at lknapp1@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?
Contact Kinsey Stubblefield at kstubblefield@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions.
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Is the clock ticking for TikTok?

hese days, you know it’s a big news
story when Sens. Tom Cotton,
R-AR, and Chuck Schumer, D-NY, agree
on something. And the news last week was
that legislators on both sides of the aisle are
worried about TikTok.
Last month, a single issue of “The
Bison” featured three different articles on
the wildly popular video-sharing app used
by a billion people worldwide. None of
these articles mentioned concerns that the
Chinese-owned platform could be a threat
to national security, but that is the current
buzz on Capitol Hill. More on that later.
I got a master class on TikTok this past
summer as I witnessed my niece skyrocket
to celebrity status on this app. For years, this
talented elementary school teacher built a
huge fan base with her six-second videos on
Vine. It didn’t take her long to perfect the
genre, and her signature blend of sarcasm,
slapstick comedy and cheeky stunts made
her internet-famous.
When Vine shut down in 2017, my niece
moved her operation to Instagram and then
to YouTube and TikTok. She’s funny and
fearless and has gone to great lengths to
amuse her fans. No longer limited to the
six-second format, she has filmed herself
eating hot chili peppers. She has covered
her face with tattoos. She has taken the
Gummy Food Challenge and chewed on
a jelly-bean hamburger while the cameras
were rolling. In fact, whatever challenge is
the latest online craze, she puts her own
spin on it.
There was a time in human history when
the apex of artistic achievement was to write
an epic poem or compose a symphony or
sculpt a statue. We are now at a different time
in human history. The short video is king.

thanking her fans for the “pandas,” “concerts”
and “drama queens.” As it turns out, these are
euphemisms for different monetary amounts.
It helps streamers avoid the bluntness of
having to thank a fan for sending 20 bucks.
My niece livestreams several times per week
Michael Claxton and usually makes between $50 and $400
Narrative Columnist per session — and sometimes considerably
The media theorist Clay Shirky coined more. TikTok gets half the take.
Meanwhile, I only get 25% royalties
the term “cognitive surplus” to describe
on
the book I wrote in 2014 and have 600
the trillions of spare hours available to us
unsold
copies left. Clearly, I picked the
all. Before the internet, he argued, people
wrong
way
to cash in on the digital era.
spent much of that leisure time in front
Given
the
fact that many TikTok users
of televisions. But now, content-sharing
are
between
the
ages of 10 and 14, some
platforms have enabled us to become
critics
frown
on
the
practice of influencers
creators and have provided an audience
whipping
their
young
fans into a frenzy
for our talents.
of
online
gifting.
And
my niece has
My niece has not only captured this
discouraged
some
of
her
youngest fans
audience but has also learned how to make
from
giving.
Of
course,
these
gifts are
money from it. Like other social media
not
all
that
different
from
donations
to
apps, TikTok users can hold live streaming
the
guitar
player
on
the
sidewalk.
They
events after they have gained at least 1,000
followers. While I was home during the are ways of supporting an art form that
summer, I listened in on a few of her sessions is generally given away for free.
Back to the evening news. The fact that
and marveled at how well she could hold a
legislators
fear TikTok could potentially be
crowd for over an hour.
used
as
a
medium
for spying on Americans
Live streaming gives ordinary people a
is
a
serious
cause
for concern. I saw one
chance to hang out with influencers they
video
on
the
site
of a yak sticking his
admire. With a wide audience for her
head
into
a
car
and
wagging his tongue.
videos, my niece has a built-in fan base that
The
symbolism
is
ominous.
wants to interact with her and encourage
Just the same, I would start going live
her creativity. It’s the same principle for
on
TikTok
myself, but I already do a dozen
readers who go to book signings or music
live
events
per week. In one of them I
buffs who go to concerts. Except you don’t
have
40
regular
followers who listen in for
have to leave the house to be near the celeb.
an
hour.
It’s
called
11 o’clock World Lit.
You just sign in when she “goes live.”
No
donations
expected
— they’ve given
And now you can hand over money,
enough
“drama
queens”
in
tuition already.
too. TikTok allows users to send cash gifts
through the app — via direct bank transfer. MICHAEL CLAXTON is the narrative
Of course, they don’t call them cash gifts. columnist for The Bison. He can be
I learned this when I overheard my niece contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to
do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff,
please email Emily Nicks, the editor-in-chief, at enicks@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS 577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding
University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001.” BYLINE POLICY: The Bison
provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline “guest writers.” Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers’ stories as they deem necessary,
while still identifying the work as the guest writers’ own.
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Encouraging
Enthusiasm
Todd Gray

Head Sports Editor

The worm

C

elebrating too early. We all do it, and
it can be hilarious when someone
else is a victim to premature jubilation
only to be let down minutes later. But
then there are people who get hurt while
celebrating. This was the case last spring
with Brazillian UFC fighter Johnny Walker.
After defeating all three of his opponents
in the first round, he celebrated each of
his victories with a dance known as the
worm. Expectations were high for him
after winning these matches, as he was
becoming a dangerous fighter in the UFC.
During a fight March 2, Walker knocked
out Misha Cirkunov and decided this
would be a great time to drop his signature
celebration dance. Right as Walker hit
the floor to do the worm, he injured his
shoulder. His trainers came over to check
on him, confirming that he did indeed
hurt his shoulder.
As I am writing this column, the
Washington Nationals and Houston
Astros are currently tied three-three with
the championship on the line tonight. I
remember that when the Nationals won the
first two games, it sparked precelebratory
comments from Nationals’ fans, and then
I saw this flip as the Astros came back to
dominate the next three games.
It’s so easy to become overly confident
in things, whether it be a sports team or
your ability at a given task. As a Saints fan,
I have fallen victim to this many times,
which is why I believe the game isn’t over
until all the time on the clock is gone.
We live in a world of upsets. These upsets
range from things such as presidential
elections to job promotions. In some
cases, upsets are great, especially if you’re
the underdog. Upsets can break dynasties,
humble the prideful and make the world
seem fair.
Upsets can also be devastating. When I
was a junior in high school, there was one
night I was always excited about — our
school’s theatre formal. At the formal,
awards were handed out, and one I had my
eye on for a long time was the Best Actor
Award. After two years, I finally earned a
few important roles, and the only thing
standing in my way was one other actor
in my troupe.
In my mind, I already claimed the award
as mine, and I sat smuggly in my seat
waiting for my name to be called. As they
announced the award, I dusted off my suit
and rehearsed my acceptance speech in my
head. “The winner of the Best Actor Award
is,” my director said. “Joshua Bearman.”
Just as I was halfway out of my seat,
my broken heart threw me back down. I
was shocked. This was supposed to be my
moment, and I was so sure I was going to
win that award. As he gave his speech, I
remember being so angry, and that was
all I focused on for the rest of the night.
After that night, I had so many
doubts and so many frustrations, and that
prevented me from being able to celebrate
the accomplishment of my friend. Upsets
tend to do that. Upsets can prevent us from
finding joy in moments and can even tear
apart relationships. Everyone is going to
face an upset in their lives because we are
not going to get everything we want.
God has better plans for us. In the great
accomplishments that will happen in your
life, remember to be humble and kind with
your words. In the upsets, be as strong as
you can by being encouraging and uplifting,
rather than being bitter.
With a new era of NBA teams, only
two undefeated teams left in the NFL,
and a currently undefeated Alabama team,
there are bound to be upsets. As tempers
flare, tears are shed and teams walk away
defeated, remember that while the other
team is celebrating their win, they’ve also
been where you are. They’ve had upsets
too. So, my advice would be to lift your
head, put on a smile and celebrate, because
in heaven there aren’t teams. When one
person wins, we all win.
TODD GRAY is the head sports
editor for The Bison. He may be
contacted at tgray3@harding.edu.

Harding cross-country
runner wins Great American
Conference Championship
Photo by SADIE THORNTON

Sophomore Dylan Douglas leads the men’s cross-country team on a run. Douglas won the Great American
Conference Championship Oct. 26.
EMILY NICKS
editor-in-chief
With focused determination, sophomore
Dylan Douglas crossed the finish line first on
Oct. 26 at the Great American Conference
(GAC) cross-country championship, finishing
the 8K race with a time of 25:16.7.
The Hardings men’s team barely lost
out to Oklahoma Baptist University after
a tie-breaker put the latter team ahead by
two points. The women’s team finished
third, and both teams will advance to the
regional championship.
According to Head Coach Don Hood,
there were concerns going into Saturday
that the damp conditions would be too
challenging. He said the teams ran well,
though, and he was pleased with the overall
outcome, despite losing the team title.
“On the men’s side, it was kind of a toss
up,” Hood said. “We were picked fourth
coming in, but I knew it was going to be
close … They were just a little better than
us that day. I think if we had that race five
more times, it would be a different result
every time. Some them, some us.”
Hood said Douglas had been inching his
way closer to the second place finisher from
Southern Arkansas University throughout the
season, slowly closing the gap between them
with each race they competed in together.
There was no better time for Douglas to
finally reverse that placement than the GAC
Championship.

“With a mile to go, there were about
four of them still in the hunt,” Hood said.
“[Douglas] just put the hammer down and
ran away with it. It was really fun to watch
him do that.”
Team-focused and humble, Douglas said
he went into the race with the team results
in mind. While he wished they had come
out with the win, he said he recognizes the
potential for future victories.
“Crossing the finish line, I had come
into the race with aspirations to help my
team try and get the win,” Douglas said.
“Unfortunately we didn’t get that, but that’s
totally OK. We’re a very young team, so I
was still very proud of how we finished.”
Both the men’s and women’s cross-country
teams put in hundreds of miles of practice
leading up to the end of the season, preparing
physically. Douglas said in addition to the
physical training, however, there is also
a mental strength important to distance
running.
Freshman Jackson Pruim completed his
first GAC championship in 11th place at
26:09.6. He agreed that mental preparation
is important to a successful season, as well
as a postive team dynamic.
“The team dynamics have been incredible
this year for a team that is so young,” Pruim
said. “It is fun to grow with these guys and
create a family-like atmosphere.”
Hood is wrapping up his first crosscountry season as Harding’s head coach.

Douglas said he felt welcomed by the team
from the very beginning, and Douglas said
Hood has been great for the team and their
development.
Douglas said Hood’s coaching wisdom
helped propel him to victory last Saturday.
“The things [Coach Hood] tells us for
most races is ‘easy and relaxed, relaxed but
effortless,’” Douglas said. “Obviously, it seems
like those things kind of contrast when it
comes to running. There’s a very fine line
for distance running between effortlessness
and straining. I had to find that balance.”
The teams will compete at the NCAA
Division II Regional championship Nov. 9
in Joplin, Missouri, with the top three teams
advancing from there to nationals. Hood
said he thinks both the men and women
have a chance to place within the top 10 if
they run well.
With Douglas finishing in first as an
individual and a young team with a lot
of promise, however, there is a lot to look
forward to.
“It would have been really nice to win,
but to know that we’re in that range, that
we’re fighting for a title, with what should
be basically our whole team coming back
next year, tells me we’ve got a good chance
to do some good things in the future,” Hood
said. “I was really pleased with their effort
and how they performed under pressure like
that for the first time.”

Rankings Recap

Women’s and Men’s Cross Country Meets
9/13

9/21

10/11

10/14

10/26

Ouachita Baptist
Invitational

University of
West Florida

Louis Davis
International

Chili Pepper Cross
Country Festival

GAC
Championship

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) East Central
3) Central Missouri

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) East Central

3) Pensicola State

Women
1) Harding
2) Southern Arkansas
3) Grambling State

1) Harding

Men
1) Harding

1) Tarleton State

1) Harding

2) Harding
3) Southern Arkansas

2) West Florida

3) Harding

6) Harding
1) Tarleton State
2) Southern Arkansas

2) West Florida

3) Harding

2) Southern Arkansas
3) Grambling State

1) Texas Southern
2) Ranger College
3) Sam Houston State

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) Harding
3) Southern Arkansas

11) Harding

Construction continues on indoor soccer facility
GARCELLE HODGE
student writer

Groundbreaking construction has begun
on a new indoor soccer facility on Harding’s
campus, located between the Stevens Soccer
Complex and the softball intramural fields,
with an unknown completion date.
The indoor facility has been in the works
for quite some time, and during summer
2019, the soccer teams were told the project
was finally beginning.
“It had been talked about for some time
now, and it finally happened when a lead
donor and others offered to help build it,”
Jonathan Ireland, men’s head soccer coach,
said.
“They will have access anytime they want,”
Ireland said. “It will have a weight room,
and if the weather is bad, now they have a
place they can also still practice.”
Senior forward Braeden Grundy said he
is looking forward to the opportunities that
come with the facility.
“The new facility being built is awesome,”
Grundy said. “I think it brings in a bunch
of recruits.”
Grundy said he also believes the new
facility will increase the time players spend

Photo by RYANN HEIM

Rain falls over the future site of the indoor soccer facility. Both men and
women’s soccer team are eager for the facility to finally be completed.
together and result in more bonding and
time playing around.
Sophomore midfielder Jack Savage said
the whole team is enthusiastic about the
new facility and the possibilites that could
come from it.
“I think the new indoor facility is going
to be very beneficial to our team,” Savage
said. “The whole team is beyond excited for
it to be done.”
The women’s and men’s soccer teams
currently both practice on the soccer field,
working around each other’s schedules.

The new facility will allow both teams to
practice at the same time in different areas
and never have to cancel practice because
of weather conditions.
Recreational practice time for players
will increase among both teams with the
new facility.
The soccer teams have been able to improve
throughout the years, and this facility will
only help keep that consistent, along with
never having to cancel games.
“This facility will be a tremendous blessing
to our players,” Ireland said.
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The
Dilemma
Emma Jones

FOR SUCCESS

Asst. Sports Editor

Life as a Hogs fan

A

Photos by SADIE THORNTON

The Lady Bison basketball team practices in Rhodes-Reaves Fieldhouse for their upcoming season. The team was
ranked No. 1 in the Great American Conference coming out of last season.

Lady Bisons ranked No. 1 in GAC

RACHEL MCCURRY
asst. copy editor

The Harding women’s basketball team
is ranked No. 1 going into this season.
The team, made up of many returning
starters, hopes to improve their skills and
demonstrate their experience on the court.
Women’s Head Coach Tim Kirby said
Harding had a successful season last year
with 21 wins, which highly contributed
to the team’s preseason ranking. Many
returning players have won awards in the
past, such as junior point guard Carissa
Caples and senior for ward Cheyenne
Brown, who received All-GAC honors
last season, and junior forward Kellie
Lampo, who is an all-region selection
and ranked third in scoring. Caples said
the team hopes to do even better than
last season.
“We had a great season, but we knew
that ’s not where we wanted to stop,”
Caples said. “We’re ranked first, but the

only thing that does for us is give us a
little bit of confidence.”
According to Kirby, the amount of
experience the Lady Bisons collectively
have makes them a strong team. He said
several junior players joined the team
their freshman year and have played many
minutes since then. Some have been in the
starting lineup since they began playing
for Harding.
“All coaches will talk about how
experience matters,” Kirby said. “They’ve
been through some tough games and some
stressful things that just help you grow
and help you handle that next time that
you have to deal with it.”
The Lady Bisons faced obstacles in the
2017-18 season that set them up for their
current success. The team went to the Final
Four in spring 2017, and the following
season hoped to deliver the same levels
of performance. However, several starting
players were unable to play, which required
freshmen to step into larger roles. Kirby

said this learning curve was an opportunity
for young players to get experience, and it
is those players who are leading the Lady
Bisons into the 2019-20 season.
Senior point guard Peyton Padgett
has played for the Lady Bisons since her
freshman year. Both Padgett and Kirby
said the team will focus on improving one
practice and one game at a time. Padgett
also said the amount of returning players
and experience they bring this year will
strengthen the team. She hopes to use
her own experience to build the team up.
“I want to create that great team
mentality — something that our team can
carry on into the next season to follow,”
Padgett said.
Fans can watch the women’s and men’s
basketball teams begin the season Nov. 8-9
with the conference challenge at RhodesReaves Field House. Both teams will play
four games over the weekend starting at
noon Saturday.

CORRECTION:

Last week’s issue of The Bison contained incorrect information about current
social club sports results. The graphic below contains the corrected information.

s a small town girl from northern
Arkansas, I’ve known no other life
than that of an Arkansas Razorbacks fan. I
grew up learning how to call the Hogs, “never
yielding,”and spending Saturdays in Fayetteville
at Donald W. Reynolds Razorbacks Stadium. As
I’ve grown up, my interest in Arkansas football
has gone from excitement and anticipation
for game days to unenthusiastically looking
over the stats the next Sunday. I still consider
myself a fan, just more of a lukewarm one than
the passionate one I was when I was younger.
Looking back, I begin to wonder just when my
disinterest began. My best bet would be that
it was when I actually started understanding
the game and realized the disappointing fact
that every Razorbacks fan is faced with: We
just aren’t good at football.
Take last Saturday’s game. Arkansas played
the No. 1 ranked Alabama Crimson Tide on
their home turf in Tuscaloosa and got beat 48-7.
Even with their Heisman-trophy nominated
quarterback Tua Tagovailoa out with an ankle
injury, the Crimson Tide made easy work of
the Hogs. Backup quarterback Mac Jones
passed for 235 yards and three touchdowns,
while Hogs quarterback John Stephen Jones
passed for 49 yards and one touchdown. The
Razorbacks gave up 24 points from turnovers.
The game marked 13 straight losses to Alabama
for the Hogs, and put their 2019 SEC record
at 0-5 under Coach Chad Morris.
A big question we Razorbacks football fans
are being faced with is simple: Why can’t Morris
find a quarterback who will work? Last season,
he replaced and rereplaced three promising
quarterbacks — Cole Kelley, Ty Storey and
Connor Noland — none of whom pulled off
an SEC victory. This year, he’s faced with the
same issue with three new quarterbacks — Ben
Hicks, Nick Starkel and John Stephen Jones. At
any rate, the quarterback situation needs to be
figured out. You can’t win in the SEC without
a consistent quarterback, as we see every week.
Something I have always wondered is how
diehard Razorbacks supporters keep their
enthusiasm, season after season, game after
game. It would be easy to do something similar
to what I did and lose interest after a losing
spell or yet another coach change. But every
time the Razorbacks are playing, you’d better
believe that there will be fans tailgating and
cheering from the stands and in front of their
televisions. I’d like to believe that supporting a
losing team just has a unique way of bringing
its fan base together. You and your fellow fans
experience heartbreak after heartbreak together,
something that is sure to bring out camaraderie
in fans, no matter their differences.
I’m holding out hope that the Razorbacks
can pull off an SEC win sometime this season.
Maybe it will be this Saturday, when they take
on the Mississippi State Bulldogs at home in
Fayetteville. I’m also holding out hope for my
excitement about Razorbacks game days to
be rekindled. There is something special about
watching football — and enjoying it — with
people who love the same team you do.
EMMA JONES is the assistant
sports editor for The Bison. She
may be contacted at ejones19@
harding.edu.

LIGHTNING
Halloween

Edition

ROUND WITH
HARDING
ATHLETES

Amanda Brown

Hunter Hook

Sierra White

Carissa Caples

Maddie Massoth

basketball

baseball

track and field

basketball

soccer

What is your favorite
Halloween candy?

Reese’s Cups

Kit-Kats

Runts

Snickers

Skittles

Do you prefer haunted
houses or corn mazes?

Corn mazes

Corn mazes

Haunted houses

Corn mazes

Corn mazes

What is your favorite
Halloween movie?

“Good Luck
Charlie:
Halloween
episode”

“Halloweentown”

“The Conjuring”

“Halloweentown”

“Hocus Pocus”

Candy corn: Do you love it
or hate it?

Love it with
peanuts

Hate it

Love it

Love it, but only
with peanuts

Hate it
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Lamplight Ministry
expands across
United States
What started in Arkansas,
students are taking back
home to Massachusetts
Senior Elissa Tetrault plays with a child at Lamplight Ministry at
the mobile homes behind College Church of Christ. Elissa and
her sister Erin started a similar ministry with their home church in
Massachusetts.
Photos by RYANN HEIM

EMILY SUNDERMEIER
student writer
Senior Elissa Tetrault has a heart for
missions and serving others. As a freshman,
she became involved in Lamplight Ministry,
a ministry in which Harding students
visit and build relationships with children
who live in mobile homes behind College
Church of Christ. This organization has
become a large part of her time at Harding.
As a Lamplight volunteer, she and
others help with homework, play games
and exhibit the love of Christ to children.
She said being involved with Lamplight
during her time at Harding inspired her
to begin a pizza ministry with her home
congregation in Massachusetts.
“When I went home, [I saw] there
[were] lower-income housing units by my
church,” Elissa said. “I thought it would be
a perfect opportunity for ministry, since
we already have connections in that area.”
The Massachusetts ministry is simply
k now n as Pizza Ministr y, which ws
Lamplight’s original name. The dream
Tetrault had of planting a ministry became
a reality a year and a half ago with help
from family, friends and others from her
small home congregation of 100 people. On
Sunday afternoons, volunteers distribute
pizzas to families living in low-income
housing and play with their children.
Tetrault said members of her home church
invest in personal relationships with the
children; her family takes three children
to church with them every week.
Elissa’s sister, freshman Erin Tetrault,
is involved in Lamplight Ministry here in
Searcy as well as the ministry back home
in Massachusetts. Growing up, Erin
said she always felt a need to go out and

Harding students play games and do homework with kids who live behind College Church of Christ. Lamplight
Ministry began in 2007 in Searcy.
serve others through mission work. After
becoming involved with the pizza ministry
started by Elissa in Massachusetts and
Lamplight Ministry on campus, she said
she realized there are needs for love and
ministry right here in the United States.

I’ve always been big on
wanting to do mission work
when I’m older, and I wanted
to go to Africa, and I’ve been
to Honduras [on mission
trips]. It’s opened my eyes
to how much need is in the
United States.
– Erin Tetrault,
freshman

“It’s kind of put things into perspective
for me,” Erin said. “I’ve always been big

on wanting to do mission work when I’m
older, and I wanted to go to Africa, and
I’ve been to Honduras [on mission trips].
It’s opened my eyes to how much need is
in the United States.”
Senior Tatum Watson is co-director
with Elissa at Lamplight Ministry. They
are responsible for organizing activities,
dealing with the business administration
side of the ministry, and getting people
connected to what is going on within
Lamplight. They met during their freshman
year while volunteering at Lamplight
together.
“ Work ing with Elissa has been an
absolute honor,” Watson said. “I have
loved getting to work with her and learn
from her and serve alongside with her.
She’s an incredible human being who is
going to keep doing amazing things for
this world that we live in.”
El issa has enjoyed her t ime w it h
Lamplight, and she said she prays for God
to move in this ministry.

It’s about looking at souls
and looking at the eternal
consequences rather than the
temporary physical ones … it’s
about being more intentional
with how we serve others.
– Elissa Tetrault,
senior

“My prayer for Lamplight is for it to be
a mission-oriented ministry, and not [a]
humanitarian [organization],” Elissa said.
“It’s about looking at souls and looking
at the eternal consequences rather than
the temporary physical ones … it’s about
being more intentional with how we serve
others.”

The man behind the mascot
Student finds confidence as Buff
DANIELA CUELLAR
student writer
It’s another home football game in the
September heat: Fans are cheering, football
players are locked in and the crowd is
getting tense. But there he is, Buff the
Bison, withstanding the tremendous heat,
encouraging fans to get on their feet, to
cheer louder and to have as much faith in
the football team as he does.
Students see him everywhere — at football
and basketball games, during orientation
and so many other events on campus. Fans
see a funny, energetic bison ready to cheer
on Harding’s athletic teams and stand with
them through their victories and even their
downfalls. Most people don’t know, however,
that the man behind the mask has dedicated
over half his life to being a mascot.
Senior Austin Dunning has served as
Harding’s mascot, Buff, for almost 10 years
and has challenged himself to be the most
committed mascot Harding has ever had.
Before Harding, Dunning served as mascot
for Western Guilford High School in North
Carolina, and Frederick Community College
in Maryland. After not feeling complete at
either of these places, the search for another
school began. The road to Harding wasn’t
easy, but Dunning said he believes that
being Buff was his calling.
“I think this is what God wants me to
do,” Dunning said.
Dunning was born 11 weeks premature
and diagnosed with autism and attention
deficit disorder. On his first day of high

school, students threw Dunning into a
trash can because he was different. Emotion
overcame Dunning that night. With feelings
of embarrassment, sadness and anger, an even
more dominant feeling arose — determination.

I think this is what God
wants me to do.
– Austin Dunning,
senior

“I was not going to be remembered as
the kid who was thrown into a trash can,”
Dunning said.
His journey of becoming a mascot began.
After trying out and making it as his high
school’s mascot, Dunning realized this was
what he was meant to do. Bringing joy and
happiness into people’s life was his purpose.
Fulfilling this task has not been easy, though,
and has taken a toll on Dunning at times.
“My body can’t handle everything like
it used to,” Dunning said. “It is catching
up with me — being [a mascot] for almost
20 years.”
With all the sacrifices, however, comes
reward. Being a mascot not only brings joy
to others, but it also brings happiness and
fulfillment into Dunning’s life.
Mascot handler and coach Robbie Dunning
has been with Austin every step of the way.
As his coach and mother, Robbie has seen
f irsthand how being Buff has changed
Austin’s life.
“Buff doesn’t struggle with the same
things Austin does,” Robbie said. “Inside
the costume, he’s confident and doesn’t have

Photo by ELENA FENNER

Austin Dunning is the University mascot, Buff the Bison. Dunning began his
mascot career in high school.
to worry about being misunderstood. He is
very comfortable as Buff.”
A lthough being Buff has played a
significant role in Austin and his family’s
life, he is still not sure how long he will
continue to be Buff. He is a few years away
from graduation, but moving on is still a
constant thought he has.
“What bugs me the most is I don’t know
who’s going to replace me,” Austin said.
He hopes Harding will be able to keep the
Bison tradition and Buff alive even without
him here.
Even though the thought of not being
Buff brings sadness to Austin, he continues
to try to do what he does best — bringing joy
to the lives of many. Junior cheerleader Kaci
Mason sees firsthand how Buff lights up every
game as she is cheerleading alongside him.
“No game would be the same without

No game would be the
same without Buff ...
Buff is a part of the
Harding game day
experience, and the
fans look forward to
seeing him.
– Kaci Mason,
junior

Buff,” Mason said. “Buff is a part of the
Harding game day experience, and the fans
look forward to seeing him.”
While the end may or may not be in sight,
Austin continues performing as though it
were the last time he played Buff.
“I’m taking it each game at a time, and I’m
just enjoying what I have left,” Austin said.
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Season of
rebranding

Small Business
Revolution ignites
series of rebrands
around Searcy
KASSIDY BARDEN
student writer
Midnight Oil Coffeehouse: a Kibo
Outpost unveiled a new logo a few weeks
ago to replace the previous sign and to use on
shirts and other merchandise. Other brand
changes have been popping up all over town.
“We had such a collection of different
names,” Midnight Oil manager Eric Mount
said. “But we were looking to get a new sign,
and we knew we had to get the logo and the
brand right before we put any money into
the new sign.”
Midnight Oil has been owned by Kibo
Group International since 2010, but has
struggled to incorporate them in their design.
“A previous manager wanted to really
emphasize Kibo, and so started marketing
everything Kibo Midnight Oil,” Mount
said. “This just created a lot of confusion, so
we decided with our new rebranding to be
Midnight Oil Coffeehouse: a Kibo Outpost.”
Mount described this new branding as a
gesture to Kibo as their owner, but wanted to
clarify they are not doing the same work as
those in Uganda. He said he sees Midnight
Oil as a place to learn more about what Kibo
is and hopes the Searcy coffee shop can live
out the same spirit of what Kibo is doing
in East Africa.

Photo by ELENA FENNER

Seniors Emily Davis and Adrian Blanco wear new Midnight Oil merchandise while working as baristas. Many places
in Searcy have rebranded over the past few months to update their logos and overall styles.
Harding also joined what seems to be a
citywide rebranding effort with a cafeteria
redesign by marketing the name Graze and
adding titles to each food section to better
explain what each has to offer.
“Aramark actually came to us back in
the summer and said, ‘We’d really like
to create some visual interest for our food
stations,’” said Jana Rucker, vice president for
University communication and enrollment.
“Then I started thinking, as all marketers
do, ‘What if we created a whole restaurant
concept for the caf?’”
Rucker said the idea was to make it look
like a coffeehouse, but the main focus was on
making sure each section was aesthetically
pleasing, as well as being clear what each
station offered.
Over the summer, Harding rebranded
the Bison logo to update its graphic style.
Searcy.com designed a completely new logo

‘Jesus is King’ album review
DANIELLE TURNER
lifestyle editor
Only one year after the release of his
last album, “Ye,” Kanye West dropped his
ninth studio album last Friday, Oct. 25.
This album is drastically different than any
other West has released. The album titled
“Jesus is King” is a Christian rap album.
“Jesus is King” is only about 27 minutes long
and features gospel choirs and songs about
transformation and Chick-fil-A.
West begins the album with “Every
Hour,” a song that features Sunday Service
Gospel Choir. Sunday Service is a gospelrap group led by West that performs every
Sunday morning as part of a nonlinear church
service. The gospel choir is undoubtedly
the best part of the album and arguably
underutilized by West, only having main
features on “Every Hour” and “Selah.” The
choir adds a level to the songs that helps
merge these two genres together while still
giving West the platform to communicate
bigger philosophical struggles throughout
the songs.
On James Corden’s “Late Late Show,”
he did a version of Carpool Karaoke called
Airpool Karaoke in which the entirety of
the Sunday Service choir accompanied West
and Corden to sing a few of the songs from
“Jesus is King,” and the result was beautiful
and impactful music.
Songs on “Jesus is King” tell stories of the
trials and struggles West went through before
he was a Christian and during his walk to
becoming a Christian. “Water”
talks about the renewing
powers of baptism and
alludes to John 4:13-14,
in which Jesus speaks
about living water and

everlasting life. “Hands On” addresses the
judgment West faces from other Christians
on his own Christian philosophy when he
says, “What have you been hearing from
the Christians? / They’ll be the first one to
judge me / Make it seem like nobody love
me.” And “Follow God” makes a statement
about how people are willing to tell you
when you aren’t being Christ like, but no
one gives you affirmation when you are being
a good Christian.
“Closed on Sunday” is easily the most
talked about song on the album, partially
because listeners can’t tell if it is a joke or
not. In the song, West presumably sings to
Kim Kardashian West telling her, “Closed
on Sunday, you my Chick-fil-A/ Hold the
selfies, put the Gram away/ Get your family,
y’all hold hands and pray.” While the overall
message is a good one, it’s lost in the silliness
of the Chick-fil-A reference.
Overall, the album is revolutionary for
the Christian rap genre. For anyone to be
talking about a Christian rap album in the
first place is a huge step forward for the
entire genre. West pushes the envelope of
Christian rap and adds elements of gospel
music and testimony to create an honest and
open minded project. Other than the genre,
for West, “Jesus is King” is very similar to
his previous albums “Ye” and “The Life of
Pablo.” His journey is well communicated
through “Jesus is King,” but the album is
carried by his lyrics alone, with the music
and production quality seeming almost like
an afterthought.
“Jesus is King” provides new and
refreshing conversation about
what it takes to be a Christian
in both the Christian and
secular communities, but the
music itself fell a little flat.

JESUS
IS KING
Illustration by AVERY TILLETT

and updated their website to match their
new branding standards. Even Student
Publication’s own digital team has rebranded
to be titled Shockwave.
“Around town I think people are being
more mindful of how they are presented, of
course because of Small Business Revolution,”
Rucker said.

There’s always
going to be a need
for rebranding.
– Lori Sloan
asst. professor of communication

The Small Business Revolution helped six
Searcy businesses by bringing in marketing
experts to help them rejuvenate their brands
and energize the entire community in support
of small businesses.

Assistant professor of communication
Lori Sloan said that in today’s market it is
extremely important that all messages sent
out by a company are unified and consistent.
It’s more difficult now than it ever has been
because of the number of ways in which a
company can communicate to its audiences.
“You want to stay updated, because when
everyone can also see your competition
updating, you start to look old,” Sloan said.
“You used to be able to create a new logo
every five to 10 years, but not anymore.”
Sloan said the most important thing for
companies is to stay in communication with
their company base. Owners want their brand
accurately communicated, and customers
want to know that companies are going to
deliver what they promise.
“From an integrated marketing communication
prospective, there’s always going to be a need
for rebranding,” Sloan said.

SHEDDING

LIGHT ON
THE OTHER

GREEK
LETTERS

AT

HARDING

Harding’s
Honor Societies
Alpha Chi Honor Society (Interdepartmental)
Alpha Pi Chi Chapter of Chi Sigma Iota (Counseling)
Academic and Professional Honor Society International Inc.
Alpha Psi Omega National Theatre Honor Society
ETA Omega Cast
Christian Entrepreneur
Organization (CEO)
B
Harding’s Entrepreneur Club (Interdepartmental)
Delta Mu Delta (DMD) (Business)
Honors College (Interdepartmental)
Kappa Delta Pi (Education)
Nu Delta Chapter of Kappa Omicron Nu Inc. (FCS)
Omicron Delta Kappa (Leadership)
Phi Alpha Theta (History)
Phi Sigma Iota Honor Society (Foreign Language)
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science)
Psi Chi (Psychology)
Sigma Nu Tau Entrepreneurship Honor Society
(Interdepartmental)
Sigma Tau Delta (English)
Sigma Theta Tau International
Epsilon Omicron Chapter (Nursing)
For more details and contact information, visit:
www.Harding.edu/Student-Life/Organizations
Graphic by AVERY TILLETT
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The Honors House is a gathering place for students of the Honors College.
Students within the Honors College have planned their first Murder Mystery
dinner for Nov. 14.
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Honors College hosts first murder mystery dinner
KARLI WILLIAMSON
features editor
For the first time, the Harding University
Honors College is hosting a murder mystery
dinner on Nov. 14 at the Honors House.
Frustrated by existing murder mystery options,
senior Matthew Emlaw, vice president of the
honors council, decided to create his own. He
wanted to design his own murder mystery kit
to create a challenging and fun night for friends.
“I was involved in several murder mystery
[games] in high school,” Emlaw said. “We
bought the kits, and I was disappointed with

some of them — the way it was designed, I felt
like it was impossible to solve or too easy, and
so I wanted to create my own. I had thrown
around this idea for a while, but this semester
we decided to make it happen.”
Freshman Josh Milnes is on the planning
committee for the event. He said the committee,
comprised of about five students, meets every
Sunday from 2-4 p.m.
“We have worked extensively on characters
and plot lines to make this experience as fun as
possible and as interesting as possible,” Milnes
said. “We’ve also thrown in a couple of jokes
that we think will just make the whole night
more fun.”

Emlaw said all students are encouraged to
sign up and participate in this seasonal event.
“We weren’t sure how many people were
going to be interested, so when we first released
it, we wanted to give honors students first dibs,”
Emlaw said. “Now it is open to the public, and
anyone is welcome to sign up. We are trying
to get a few more people to sign up to fill all
of the slots we have designed and planned for.”
Milner wanted students to know that even
if they may be shy or have no prior acting
experience, they should still participate in
this event.
“You don’t have to be a good actor to
participate, you don’t really have to be very

outgoing at all,” Milner said. “We will have
instructions for everyone, and it will just be a
fun group of about 30 or so people trying to
figure out a ‘murder.’”
According to Debbie Baird, Honors College
administrator, the first 39 students who sign
up and pay the $5 fee to the Honors House
will be selected to participate.
“100% of the fee money collected will be
given to a charity selected by the participants
on the night of the event,” Baird said.
Sign-ups close today. Anyone interested can
sign up at the Honors House on Center Avenue.

Barnabas Project seeks
to help students, alumni
discover their purpose
JESSICA SIMMONS
student writer

Photo by SADIE THORTON

Adventurist backpacks hang on display in the bookstore. The Adventurist
Backpack Co. has helped 200 different food banks with the procedes from
the company’s sales.

Harding partners with
Adventurist Backpack Co.
WILL ALLEN
student writer

Matilda Sandstrom and Kelly Belknap,
the husband and wife duo who co-founded
Adventurist Backpack Co., create backpacks
for the purpose of giving back by helping feed
families in need around the United States
through a third party partnership called
Feeding America.
Based on a desire to help those in need,
the couple said Adventurist Backpack Co.
donates 25 meals for each backpack sold. This
year, the Harding University Bookstore bought
12 of these backpacks to sell to students in
partnership with Adventurist.
The idea for the organization started when
the couple fit 25 meals in their backpacks
and gave them to people throughout the
day, and that mission has carried on through
their efforts.
Harding University Bookstore employee
senior Camille Sloan said she feels it’s important
for Harding to be a part of this cause.
“I think that is so awesome that the
bookstore participates in selling these
backpacks to provide meals to those in need
across the United States,” Sloan said. “I feel
this way because Harding is at its core a
FILM FEST, 2A
“If you’re a storyteller, and you understand
the story and how to reach people, and you
can do that very succinctly through film,
that’s a huge advantage,” Qualls said. “Film
is often the first thing that a potential client,
customer or supporter will actually see. So
film has become sort of the first impression
for a lot of different organizations.”
Whether the Five Minute Film Festival
is something fun to create with friends
or an actual stepping stone to pursuing
a dream, Crabtree said for him, creating
“The Bench” led to much more than just
entering a contest.
“After the HU Film Fest, I had no
intentions of doing anything else with the
film,” Crabtree said. “However, I saw a local
film fest in Little Rock and decided on a
whim to enter ‘The Bench,’” Crabtree said.
“A few weeks later I received an acceptance
letter, and I got to participate in an Arkansas
Cinema Society film festival featuring

Christian institution, and every way that we
can show the love of Christ all across campus
is so important.”
Charity is a powerful motivator that can
convince a consumer to buy a product for the
purpose of giving back, which is the focus of
Harding’s slogan, “Community of Mission.”
David Hall, Harding bookstore manager,
expressed the importance of the bookstore
giving back.
“Our whole purpose of being here is to
serve the Harding students,” Hall said. “What
some people don’t realize is that every single
penny that is spent in the bookstore goes
right back to the Harding students. We’re
trying wherever we can to be socially aware
while still being a source of revenue for the
University to help out all the students.”
Michael Hammonds, senior business
student, expressed his view on the importance
of charity and giving back to people in need,
especially from a business standpoint.
“From my perspective, charity is a great
tool that a business can use to leverage
consumers into having a positive outlook on
that business,” Hammonds said. “It’s great
to see that Harding is constantly involved
in ways that give back whether they be big
or small.”
Oscar-winning producers and directors. It
was an honor sharing the stage with both
beginners and top-dog filmmakers.”
Senior Caleb Smiley has participated
in the film festival since 2016, and he said
there is a mixture of feelings as he prepares
to enter his final Harding Five Minute Film
Festival. As Smiley debuts a sequel film to
his entry in last year’s contest, he reflects
on how the experiences have helped him
grow as a filmmaker.
“In all my years going to the festival,
it’s always been fun to show my films to
everyone and watch their reactions, but it has
also been great to receive the feedback that
I have from both students and professors,”
Smiley said. “It has helped me improve
and has inspired me to make better films
each year.”
The Five Minute Film Festival begins
tonight at the Rialto Theater at 9. The event
is open to the public for $5, but seating is
limited.

According to Barna Group research,
two thirds of Christians who are active in
their local church still feel a strong need
to understand their life’s purpose.
In the Harding community, the Barnabas
Project is helping students and alumni
find their purpose and intentionally live it.
“We hope to provide the opportunity
for Harding students and alumni to build
strong relationships based on working
together to understand why God created
them and what they have been called
to do,” Generation HU Director Shelbi
Bridges said.
The Barnabas Project program pairs
students with one or two Harding alumni
during the year-long course, which includes
attending conferences, following a guided
notebook system, and FaceTiming regularly
with partners. Participants create a personal
mission statement and life plan tailored
to their passions, strengths and priorities.
Instead of a “one size fits all” approach
to success, the program provides the tools,
relationships and guidance for its participants
to live their individual purpose.

I’m looking ahead to the
future and being realistic
about what I want to get out
of my life...
– Abby Coffey,
senior

For example, the Barnabas Project helps
students who are considering living in
northwest Arkansas to make connections
with people in that area so encouraging
Christian relationships will await them after

graduation. This kind of forethought and
intentionality is another goal the program
organizers have.
“[I’m] looking ahead to the future and
being realistic about what I want to get
out of my life and what I want out of a
job and out of my relationships,” senior
Abby Coffey said. “[I’m] making a plan
about how to execute those in the best
way possible.”
Coffey’s partner is a new mom, who
gives Coffey a glimpse into a demographic
she doesn’t often encounter on campus.
Through the Barnabas Project, partners
seek the same objective of living toward
their purpose, but while one is balancing
schoolwork and activities, the other juggles
raising a family and working a full-time job.
This age gap between partners enhances
their perspectives. Current S tudent
Association President Michael Krupka’s
partner Josh Bundy, an ‘06 alumnus, was
also SA president. Around the time Krupka
was considering running for the position,
he met Bundy and was encouraged by his
advice and success.
“The relationship is difficult to define
as a mentor-mentee or partner to partner
relationship,” Krupka said. “It’s a little bit
of both. At times [my partner] is giving
me advice because he has more experience
than I do. At other times he’s asking me
how I see things because I have a different
perspective from him.”
C u r re n t l y, t h e B a r n a b a s Pro j e c t
leadership is privately discussing possible
improvements to the program, but does
not intend to change its purpose.
“ We have taken steps to ask past
participants what they think of the program,
and some of the most consistent answers
include stating that the Barnabas Project
has helped them live intentionally and
build Christian relationships,” Bridges said.
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Sara Anne Brown sits in the library as she writes in her guided notebook.
The Barnabas Project was founded on the mission to help students find
their purpose in life.
CORRECTION: In the Oct. 25 issue of The Bison, graphic designer for Harding’s
updated Bison logo, Tim Cox, was misrepresented as Tim Cook. The error has been
corrected on The Link.
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Little
but loud

Swipe left on having swipes left

Kinsey Stubblefield
Opinions Editor

Major changes needed for dining program
Darrian Bagley
Graphic Designer

A

ramark caters to prisons, so it’s fitting
that they have a captive consumer
base here at Harding. Mandatory minimum
meal plans and a non-compete agreement
provide Aramark with a monopoly over the
food service market on Harding’s campus.
But if students were given a choice, would
they choose Aramark?
According to Harding’s filed Form 990,
in fiscal year 2017, after compensating
Aramark’s dining and catering services,
Harding retained over $2.5 million of
the revenue from food service that, after
being used to fund cafeteria maintenance
and compensate custodial services, became
discretionary funds for the University. In
addition, Harding earned over $12 million
in revenue from dorms and apartments.
Taking that into account, it’s hard to
believe the administration isn’t at least
partially motivated to maintain the strict
off-campus policy and minimum meal plans
for on-campus students to pad Harding’s
yearly revenue and cover unrelated costs.

Room and board costs
students $7,004 their first
year at Harding.
That said, the administration requires
resident students to purchase expensive
meal plans, while Aramark, Harding’s food
service provider, is under little pressure to
deliver high quality food service in the
cafeteria. The company can increase its
profit margins by serving cheaper food,
opening for fewer hours, and minimally
staffing the facility. In fact, the less that
students eat in the cafeteria, the less food
Aramark has to purchase and prepare,
which reduces their operating costs,
potentially increasing their profit margins.
Harding doesn’t require Aramark to report
the number of purchased swipes that are
actually used each semester, so there’s little
accountability that students are actually
making use of the swipes they purchase.

That brings us to “Graze.” While on
the surface, Graze brought some minor
improvements to the cafeteria, the timing
of the rebranding suggests its true purpose
is to divert students’ attention from the
reintroduction of weekly swipe plans and
the new policy of tracking and limiting
guest swipes. Both changes are a clear
indication that Aramark never intended
for students to use all the swipes they
purchase. Additionally, students have fewer
meal plan options this year, the cafeteria
closes half an hour earlier at 7:30 p.m. and
most lines are now self-service.

Harding doesn’t require
Aramark to report the
number of purchased swipes
that are actually used
each year, so there’s no
accountability that students
actually make use of the
swipes they purchase.
– Darrian Bagley,
head graphic designer

For decades, members of the Student
Association and opinion writers in The
Bison have called for Aramark to refund
the cost of unused swipes as DCB or allow
swipes to be used at Searcy restaurants
or in the student center. While these are
partial remedies, they ignore the reasons
students rarely use all of their swipes in
the first place: excessive minimum meal
plan purchases and a lack of quality food
in the cafeteria.

The minimum plan for
sophomores costs just
$35 less than the minimum
for freshmen.
The only way the quality of the cafeteria
will meaningfully improve is by giving
students the power to choose where they

want to eat. If the administration is willing
to do what’s in the student body’s best
interest, they should remove minimum
meal plan purchases, allowing students
to decide whether they want to eat in the
cafeteria or spend their money elsewhere,
perhaps supporting local small businesses
or cooking in their dorms. No longer
guaranteed customers, Aramark would
have to provide a service students deem
worth the cost of a meal plan.
This year, Harding’s administraion
has the opportunity to make meaningful,
long-term positive change for students as
they review their contract with Aramark.
According to John Noah, director of the
Harding business office, their timeframe
for final decisions is in March or April
of next year.
Perhaps with proper competition, Aramark
would rise to the challenge of providing
quality food service that students decide
is worth the premium costs. Or, if most
students still prefer to eat elsewhere, the
cafeteria could be refitted to serve fewer
students at substantially lower operating
costs, removing the need to subsidize the
operation with required minimum purchases.
A smaller cafeteria could focus on doing
a few things well, rather than providing

There have been at least 31
previously published Bison
opinion pieces criticizing
the cafeteria.
as large a variety of low quality options.
For almost 50 years, Harding students
have complained about required meal
plans. This year, as Harding is revisiting
its agreement with Aramark, it’s time for
the administration to finally address the
root of the problem, improve the cafeteria
and save students money. End required
meal plans.
DARRIAN BAGLEY is the head
graphic designer for The Bison. He
may be contacted at dbagley1@
harding.edu.

Giving a hand for handshakes
Michael Taft
Guest Writer

L

et me set a scene for you. You are sitting
in the Stu eating some delicious, piping
hot Panda Express. You feel delight as you
scarf down your late lunch. That is, until a faint
voice calls out your name. You raise your head
and do a quick scan of the room, locating the
voice. Your vision zones in on a familiar face —
Bartholomew. (This name was picked from the
top of my head. No ties to any Bartholomews
on campus are intended). He has a friendly
look on his face as he approaches you.
In the meantime, you start sweating
metaphorical bullets. How should you greet
him? You guys have had a couple classes
together and know each other pretty well —
so should you hug him? Or maybe he isn’t a
physically affectionate person — so maybe
you should just go with a fist bump/high-five.
Time slows as Bartholomew starts to extend
an arm. “Oh! He must be just waving at me!”,
you think to yourself. But that thought is
scratched out as his arm stops at around his
waist height. Now is the moment for you to
act — you are convinced he is going in for
a fist bump. Time resumes at normal speed
as your fist meets his hand.
I’m pretty sure most of us have been in
this situation before, and I’m pretty sure what

staff Emily Nicks

runs through our head after this is something
like, “Please strike me down right here and
right now and let me cease this eternal
embarrassment.” Now, I don’t want to say
that I have a solution for this problem, but
I have a solution for this problem, as well
as a couple of problems that you didn’t even
know you had. Let me introduce you to a
handshake. The handshake is an ingenious
idea with many different facets of brilliancy.
The lack of misunderstanding attached to
the gesture is one way that the handshake
is brilliant. At least here in the U.S., finding
someone above age 10 and below age 100 who
doesn’t understand the concept of a handshake
would be neigh impossible. Of course, in
other countries a handshake might not be
the most proper form of introduction, but I
am writing with the idea that the majority
of readers are going to be in the U.S. for a
good chunk of their lives.
Another benefit of the handshake is
the ability to convey professionalism and
confidence at the same time. (Of course,
this assumes that you have a high-quality
handshake to begin with.) People are naturally
drawn to others who exude confidence and
are naturally more inclined to trust them.
When you initiate a handshake — a solid
handshake — you instantly appear more
magnetic, as well as more confident and in

control. Old people also tell me they like
people with a strong handshake; take what
you will from that.
The final benefit that comes from the
handshake is the physical touch aspect.
As well as being classy and snazzy, a
handshake is short and succinct. Let’s
bring Bartholomew from our earlier
example back into the story. Imagine you
and Bartholomew initiate a handshake,
make a little small talk and then part ways.
But oh, no. Bartholomew recently went
splashing in some influenza infested water.
No problem. Just wash your hands. Now
imagine if you and Bartholomew instead
shared a hug *gasp*. What are you going
to do now? Burn your clothes and take a
quick shower? You don’t have enough time
because you have a test in seven minutes!
The handshake is far safer.
At the end of the day, I think the question
you should be asking yourself is, “Do I want
to live the rest of my life looking like an
imbecile not knowing what greeting to
partake in with my fellow peers?” Maybe
you should try it out and see all the good
that can come from it. Either way, come
forward as we stand and sing.
MICHAEL TAFT is a guest writer for
The Bison. He may be contacted at
mtaft@harding.edu.

Kind is cool
T

he 2019 World Series between the
Houston Astros and Washington
Nationals began last Tuesday, Oct. 22. There
were some major upsets. The series was in
the news cycle for more than just sports
updates. The headlines Monday focused on
President Trump’s reaction to the fans in
Nationals Park, the home of the Nationals.
The stadium was in complete uproar
when Trump appeared on the video board
with the sound of boos drowning out any
cheers, announcers or calls for peanuts.
Videos circulated instantly on social media
platforms of the baseball fans booing Trump,
followed by the “Lock him up!” chant.
Trump’s reaction to the crowd was captured
as well — at first shown waving and smiling
to the thousands of fans, moments later,
realization washed over his face to reveal
what looked like genuine hurt.
I can be quite the critic of Trump; he is
not necessarily the kindest human or my
favorite political leader. His actions reflect
poor character, and the unkind behavior
to his own voters and staffers is absolutely
ridiculous. Though it seems impossible
sometimes, at the end of the day, I have to
realize he should be treated like a human being
who deserves love, kindness and patience.
Trust me, this is coming from someone
who can be mean, but that impulse is not
being broadcast on a national and international
stage every minute of the day. Any and
everything Trump has (or has not) done
has, for the most part, been brought into
light because of the position he is in. Trump
cannot catch a break. The moves he makes,
the speeches he gives — all of it is watched
and monitored 24/7.
Criticism is no myth to Trump, I am
sure. He must be constantly bombarded
with it from his staff, the news and his
constituents. The pressure weighs heavy on
his shoulders the moment he goes to bed
and resumes as soon as he wakes up in the
morning. Not to mention the pressure and
insecurities in his own mind building up
immensely from what every other person
has to say about the position he is in. This
is something we can all understand. I am a
22-year-old college student struggling with
a mental illness, two jobs and a full course
load of core communication classes, and I
am barely keeping my head above water.
Getting out of bed is sometimes the hardest
part of the day. But at least I don’t run the
free world. Just like anyone else, Trump is
a human being. Imagine being booed by
almost 44,000 people.
Imagine that feeling. I am sure it feels
similar to someone subtweeting about you
being inadequate because you use a backup
camera to reverse into a parking spot. It
could feel similar to seeing multiple memes
being made about how unpopular you are
among students because of the attempts you
are making to improve their quality of life.
It might even be similar to feeling as if the
world has ended because, by accident, the
social club sports’ rankings were wrong,
and you had to be reminded all day of the
mistake because of others’ unkindness.
You fill in the blank.
In the words of Brad Montague, we
are all “ just human [beings] who deserve
to be loved.” The meanest bone in your
body realizes that Trump is human and
deserves grace, even when what he does is
not the absolute best. We are all human. It’s
cliché, but most times, we only know the
tip of the iceberg. From the president of the
United States to the person you sit next to
in chapel, be kind — there are enormous
things happening in every life.
KINSEY STUBBLEFIELD is the opinions
editor for The Bison. She may be contacted at kstubblefield@harding.edu.
Twitter: @kinseystubbs
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Learning
to swim
Emily Nicks

Editor-in-Chief

Walks and
drives
E

arlier this week, I got a call from a
friend asking if I wanted to go on
a walk. Immediately, my spirit was lifted
and my exhaustion was eased a bit. After
a hectic day of classes, interviews and
meetings, nothing sounded more refreshing
than a couple laps around the trail by the
intramural fields in the chilly evening air
with my sweet friend.
Just a few days later, another friend and
I had an unexpected free half hour between
events. Already in the car after a group
dinner had concluded, we went on a drive. It
had been a while since we’d found time for
good conversation together — as we drove,
we checked in on one another, discussing
our recent victories and challenges. I felt
heard and supported.
It was an uplifting week, one much
needed after two weeks that left me feeling
drained and weary.
This semester, I’ve actually been taking
a lot of walks and going on a lot of drives,
sometimes in solitude but often with friends.
Some of the easiest silences and most honest
conversations have taken place through
the comfort of steady footfalls against the
walking trail around the intramural fields
and over the quiet hum of a car engine. There
have been some truly treasured moments.
I think there’s something helpful
about having an activity accompanying
conversation. It can ease the tension and
aid the occasional awkwardness. Other
than providing a nice atmosphere, however,
I think walking or driving with another
person can mean even more.
When we walk or drive, we’re in a
steady state of motion; we travel forward.
Whether we’re slowly strolling around a
loop or driving down winding backroads,
we don’t stay in the same place for long.
Sometimes it gets old, and sometimes we
get lost. Occasionally, we feel weary on
the walks or lonely on the drives. Yet, we
keep moving onward, or we at least try to.
It’s kind of like life.

Yet, we keep moving
onward, or we at least try
to. It’s kind of like life.
– Emily Nicks,
editor-in-chief

We go on walks alone, just as many
of us came to school not knowing a soul.
We take solitary drives, just like some of
us will soon pursue post-grad life in a
new city. Many times, these instances of
independence are chances to grow. If all
of our walks and drives happen without
community, though, things get lonely quick.
When we share connection through
forward motion, we show that we’re willing
to journey with one another, whether it’s
for a few yards or many miles. While
sitting down for coffee with a friend is
always welcome, and often powerful,
there’s a different kind of connection that
can happen when both parties are gazing
forward, moving along a path. It’s one of
purpose; it’s one of a shared goal.
When we join up with others on our
own personal journeys, we provide support
through challenges. We infuse energy
into weariness. We’re all headed toward
something — when the opportunity arises
to travel together, it only makes sense to
embrace the chance.
So, before it gets too cold, ask someone
if they want to go on a walk. Text that old
friend from freshman year you haven’t
checked on in a while, and invite them on
a drive. We’re all taking journeys — might
as well connect and journey together for
a little bit. It may be just the boost you
or someone else needs to make it a few
more miles.
EMILY NICKS is the editor-in-chief for
The Bison. She may be contacted at
enicks@harding.edu.
Twitter: @emilyk_nicks

Lew Knapp

T

Guest Writer

here are tons of issues and conflicts
happening right now all across
the world; issues in the Middle East with
Turkey’s invasion of the Kurdish territories
and in South America with the widespread
protests in Ecuador, Chile, Venezuela and
Bolivia. One of these countries hits me
personally, and that is Chile.
Recently, Chile has been plagued with
several large protests in almost every city. From
Santiago to Viña Del Mar, Chileans from all
across the country are demanding that the
current president, Sebastián Piñera, resign
or “renuncia.” Here’s why: The government
raised the price of public transportation,
causing thousands of citizens who rely on
public transportation every day to protest.
It doesn’t seem like a big deal, since here in
the United States, especially in Searcy, we
don’t rely on public transportation as much,
but in Chile — and Latin America for that
matter — many heavily rely on it. Chile
also doesn’t produce any form of oil, so they
import every drop, leading to high prices
for gasoline, electricity and transportation.
With the fare of transportation already
high, Piñera’s policies didn’t help Chile’s
already tense situation.
I attended Harding University in Latin
America (HULA) in spring 2019, and one
of the first places we stayed was Viña Del
Mar. There I met and learned from many

Tension rises in
Chilean protests
Chileans about the country’s difficult
political past. Chile has been under two
very oppressive governments. The first was
Salvador Allende, a self-proclaimed socialist
who tried to create a “better Chile,” but
ended up bringing division among the
populace and economic hardships on Chile’s
lower classes and indigenous population.
In typical U.S. fashion during the Cold
War, the CIA feared that Allende would
ally with the Soviet Union and spread the
ideology of socialism in South America.
With that thought in mind, they aided
and conducted a military coup d’état. With
Allende out of office, the United States
supported the antisocialist dictatorship
of Augusto Pinochet. I could go on about
the horrors that Pinochet committed, and
how he allowed former Nazis to hide in
Chile, but that’s for another day.
When the HULA group was in Chile, we
met several members of the Viña Church
of Christ. This enabled us to engage in the
Chilean culture and learn about the country
as a whole. With current protests, I decided
to ask a couple of friends who live in Chile,
Melanie O’Ryan and Catalina Andrea,
about the situation. Melanie sent a photo
of protestors, mostly students, robbing a
supermarket near her home in Viña.
“People began to invade the metro, that
is, without paying, and they began to protest

and break a lot of stuff in the streets,”
Melanie said. She also mentioned that they
still don’t have any public transportation
to get anywhere, plus every city is under
a 6 p.m. curfew.
“[Chileans] want President Piñera to
resign. The armed forces are in the streets
abusing people,” Catalina said.
I asked her if Piñera is anything like
Pinochet ever was. “Piñera is just like
Pinochet,” she said. There have been
reports that 15 people have been killed
and many others injured by the hands of
the Carabineros, or police officers in Chile.
The Santiago Times reported — and it was
verified — that Piñera was out celebrating
his grandson’s birthday while thousands
of Chileans were trapped because of the
transportation chaos. I’ve seen videos of
highways filled with protestors waving
Chile’s flag and chanting antigovernment
slogans.
It bothers me to see the beautiful cities
of Viña Del Mar and Valparaíso in flames,
when only in March 2019 the HULA group
was touring these historic cities. My prayer
is that Chile can maintain order and that
no one else gets hurt or killed.
LEW KNAPP is a guest writer
for The Bison. He may be
contacted at lknapp1@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?
Contact Kinsey Stubblefield at kstubblefield@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions.
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Is the clock ticking for TikTok?

hese days, you know it’s a big news
story when Sens. Tom Cotton,
R-AR, and Chuck Schumer, D-NY, agree
on something. And the news last week was
that legislators on both sides of the aisle are
worried about TikTok.
Last month, a single issue of “The
Bison” featured three different articles on
the wildly popular video-sharing app used
by a billion people worldwide. None of
these articles mentioned concerns that the
Chinese-owned platform could be a threat
to national security, but that is the current
buzz on Capitol Hill. More on that later.
I got a master class on TikTok this past
summer as I witnessed my niece skyrocket
to celebrity status on this app. For years, this
talented elementary school teacher built a
huge fan base with her six-second videos on
Vine. It didn’t take her long to perfect the
genre, and her signature blend of sarcasm,
slapstick comedy and cheeky stunts made
her internet-famous.
When Vine shut down in 2017, my niece
moved her operation to Instagram and then
to YouTube and TikTok. She’s funny and
fearless and has gone to great lengths to
amuse her fans. No longer limited to the
six-second format, she has filmed herself
eating hot chili peppers. She has covered
her face with tattoos. She has taken the
Gummy Food Challenge and chewed on
a jelly-bean hamburger while the cameras
were rolling. In fact, whatever challenge is
the latest online craze, she puts her own
spin on it.
There was a time in human history when
the apex of artistic achievement was to write
an epic poem or compose a symphony or
sculpt a statue. We are now at a different time
in human history. The short video is king.

thanking her fans for the “pandas,” “concerts”
and “drama queens.” As it turns out, these are
euphemisms for different monetary amounts.
It helps streamers avoid the bluntness of
having to thank a fan for sending 20 bucks.
My niece livestreams several times per week
Michael Claxton and usually makes between $50 and $400
Narrative Columnist per session — and sometimes considerably
The media theorist Clay Shirky coined more. TikTok gets half the take.
Meanwhile, I only get 25% royalties
the term “cognitive surplus” to describe
on
the book I wrote in 2014 and have 600
the trillions of spare hours available to us
unsold
copies left. Clearly, I picked the
all. Before the internet, he argued, people
wrong
way
to cash in on the digital era.
spent much of that leisure time in front
Given
the
fact that many TikTok users
of televisions. But now, content-sharing
are
between
the
ages of 10 and 14, some
platforms have enabled us to become
critics
frown
on
the
practice of influencers
creators and have provided an audience
whipping
their
young
fans into a frenzy
for our talents.
of
online
gifting.
And
my niece has
My niece has not only captured this
discouraged
some
of
her
youngest fans
audience but has also learned how to make
from
giving.
Of
course,
these
gifts are
money from it. Like other social media
not
all
that
different
from
donations
to
apps, TikTok users can hold live streaming
the
guitar
player
on
the
sidewalk.
They
events after they have gained at least 1,000
followers. While I was home during the are ways of supporting an art form that
summer, I listened in on a few of her sessions is generally given away for free.
Back to the evening news. The fact that
and marveled at how well she could hold a
legislators
fear TikTok could potentially be
crowd for over an hour.
used
as
a
medium
for spying on Americans
Live streaming gives ordinary people a
is
a
serious
cause
for concern. I saw one
chance to hang out with influencers they
video
on
the
site
of a yak sticking his
admire. With a wide audience for her
head
into
a
car
and
wagging his tongue.
videos, my niece has a built-in fan base that
The
symbolism
is
ominous.
wants to interact with her and encourage
Just the same, I would start going live
her creativity. It’s the same principle for
on
TikTok
myself, but I already do a dozen
readers who go to book signings or music
live
events
per week. In one of them I
buffs who go to concerts. Except you don’t
have
40
regular
followers who listen in for
have to leave the house to be near the celeb.
an
hour.
It’s
called
11 o’clock World Lit.
You just sign in when she “goes live.”
No
donations
expected
— they’ve given
And now you can hand over money,
enough
“drama
queens”
in
tuition already.
too. TikTok allows users to send cash gifts
through the app — via direct bank transfer. MICHAEL CLAXTON is the narrative
Of course, they don’t call them cash gifts. columnist for The Bison. He can be
I learned this when I overheard my niece contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to
do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff,
please email Emily Nicks, the editor-in-chief, at enicks@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS 577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding
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Encouraging
Enthusiasm
Todd Gray

Head Sports Editor

The worm

C

elebrating too early. We all do it, and
it can be hilarious when someone
else is a victim to premature jubilation
only to be let down minutes later. But
then there are people who get hurt while
celebrating. This was the case last spring
with Brazillian UFC fighter Johnny Walker.
After defeating all three of his opponents
in the first round, he celebrated each of
his victories with a dance known as the
worm. Expectations were high for him
after winning these matches, as he was
becoming a dangerous fighter in the UFC.
During a fight March 2, Walker knocked
out Misha Cirkunov and decided this
would be a great time to drop his signature
celebration dance. Right as Walker hit
the floor to do the worm, he injured his
shoulder. His trainers came over to check
on him, confirming that he did indeed
hurt his shoulder.
As I am writing this column, the
Washington Nationals and Houston
Astros are currently tied three-three with
the championship on the line tonight. I
remember that when the Nationals won the
first two games, it sparked precelebratory
comments from Nationals’ fans, and then
I saw this flip as the Astros came back to
dominate the next three games.
It’s so easy to become overly confident
in things, whether it be a sports team or
your ability at a given task. As a Saints fan,
I have fallen victim to this many times,
which is why I believe the game isn’t over
until all the time on the clock is gone.
We live in a world of upsets. These upsets
range from things such as presidential
elections to job promotions. In some
cases, upsets are great, especially if you’re
the underdog. Upsets can break dynasties,
humble the prideful and make the world
seem fair.
Upsets can also be devastating. When I
was a junior in high school, there was one
night I was always excited about — our
school’s theatre formal. At the formal,
awards were handed out, and one I had my
eye on for a long time was the Best Actor
Award. After two years, I finally earned a
few important roles, and the only thing
standing in my way was one other actor
in my troupe.
In my mind, I already claimed the award
as mine, and I sat smuggly in my seat
waiting for my name to be called. As they
announced the award, I dusted off my suit
and rehearsed my acceptance speech in my
head. “The winner of the Best Actor Award
is,” my director said. “Joshua Bearman.”
Just as I was halfway out of my seat,
my broken heart threw me back down. I
was shocked. This was supposed to be my
moment, and I was so sure I was going to
win that award. As he gave his speech, I
remember being so angry, and that was
all I focused on for the rest of the night.
After that night, I had so many
doubts and so many frustrations, and that
prevented me from being able to celebrate
the accomplishment of my friend. Upsets
tend to do that. Upsets can prevent us from
finding joy in moments and can even tear
apart relationships. Everyone is going to
face an upset in their lives because we are
not going to get everything we want.
God has better plans for us. In the great
accomplishments that will happen in your
life, remember to be humble and kind with
your words. In the upsets, be as strong as
you can by being encouraging and uplifting,
rather than being bitter.
With a new era of NBA teams, only
two undefeated teams left in the NFL,
and a currently undefeated Alabama team,
there are bound to be upsets. As tempers
flare, tears are shed and teams walk away
defeated, remember that while the other
team is celebrating their win, they’ve also
been where you are. They’ve had upsets
too. So, my advice would be to lift your
head, put on a smile and celebrate, because
in heaven there aren’t teams. When one
person wins, we all win.
TODD GRAY is the head sports
editor for The Bison. He may be
contacted at tgray3@harding.edu.

Harding cross-country
runner wins Great American
Conference Championship
Photo by SADIE THORNTON

Sophomore Dylan Douglas leads the men’s cross-country team on a run. Douglas won the Great American
Conference Championship Oct. 26.
EMILY NICKS
editor-in-chief
With focused determination, sophomore
Dylan Douglas crossed the finish line first on
Oct. 26 at the Great American Conference
(GAC) cross-country championship, finishing
the 8K race with a time of 25:16.7.
The Hardings men’s team barely lost
out to Oklahoma Baptist University after
a tie-breaker put the latter team ahead by
two points. The women’s team finished
third, and both teams will advance to the
regional championship.
According to Head Coach Don Hood,
there were concerns going into Saturday
that the damp conditions would be too
challenging. He said the teams ran well,
though, and he was pleased with the overall
outcome, despite losing the team title.
“On the men’s side, it was kind of a toss
up,” Hood said. “We were picked fourth
coming in, but I knew it was going to be
close … They were just a little better than
us that day. I think if we had that race five
more times, it would be a different result
every time. Some them, some us.”
Hood said Douglas had been inching his
way closer to the second place finisher from
Southern Arkansas University throughout the
season, slowly closing the gap between them
with each race they competed in together.
There was no better time for Douglas to
finally reverse that placement than the GAC
Championship.

“With a mile to go, there were about
four of them still in the hunt,” Hood said.
“[Douglas] just put the hammer down and
ran away with it. It was really fun to watch
him do that.”
Team-focused and humble, Douglas said
he went into the race with the team results
in mind. While he wished they had come
out with the win, he said he recognizes the
potential for future victories.
“Crossing the finish line, I had come
into the race with aspirations to help my
team try and get the win,” Douglas said.
“Unfortunately we didn’t get that, but that’s
totally OK. We’re a very young team, so I
was still very proud of how we finished.”
Both the men’s and women’s cross-country
teams put in hundreds of miles of practice
leading up to the end of the season, preparing
physically. Douglas said in addition to the
physical training, however, there is also
a mental strength important to distance
running.
Freshman Jackson Pruim completed his
first GAC championship in 11th place at
26:09.6. He agreed that mental preparation
is important to a successful season, as well
as a postive team dynamic.
“The team dynamics have been incredible
this year for a team that is so young,” Pruim
said. “It is fun to grow with these guys and
create a family-like atmosphere.”
Hood is wrapping up his first crosscountry season as Harding’s head coach.

Douglas said he felt welcomed by the team
from the very beginning, and Douglas said
Hood has been great for the team and their
development.
Douglas said Hood’s coaching wisdom
helped propel him to victory last Saturday.
“The things [Coach Hood] tells us for
most races is ‘easy and relaxed, relaxed but
effortless,’” Douglas said. “Obviously, it seems
like those things kind of contrast when it
comes to running. There’s a very fine line
for distance running between effortlessness
and straining. I had to find that balance.”
The teams will compete at the NCAA
Division II Regional championship Nov. 9
in Joplin, Missouri, with the top three teams
advancing from there to nationals. Hood
said he thinks both the men and women
have a chance to place within the top 10 if
they run well.
With Douglas finishing in first as an
individual and a young team with a lot
of promise, however, there is a lot to look
forward to.
“It would have been really nice to win,
but to know that we’re in that range, that
we’re fighting for a title, with what should
be basically our whole team coming back
next year, tells me we’ve got a good chance
to do some good things in the future,” Hood
said. “I was really pleased with their effort
and how they performed under pressure like
that for the first time.”

Rankings Recap

Women’s and Men’s Cross Country Meets
9/13

9/21

10/11

10/14

10/26

Ouachita Baptist
Invitational

University of
West Florida

Louis Davis
International

Chili Pepper Cross
Country Festival

GAC
Championship

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) East Central
3) Central Missouri

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) East Central

3) Pensicola State

Women
1) Harding
2) Southern Arkansas
3) Grambling State

1) Harding

Men
1) Harding

1) Tarleton State

1) Harding

2) Harding
3) Southern Arkansas

2) West Florida

3) Harding

6) Harding
1) Tarleton State
2) Southern Arkansas

2) West Florida

3) Harding

2) Southern Arkansas
3) Grambling State

1) Texas Southern
2) Ranger College
3) Sam Houston State

1) Oklahoma Baptist
2) Harding
3) Southern Arkansas

11) Harding

Construction continues on indoor soccer facility
GARCELLE HODGE
student writer

Groundbreaking construction has begun
on a new indoor soccer facility on Harding’s
campus, located between the Stevens Soccer
Complex and the softball intramural fields,
with an unknown completion date.
The indoor facility has been in the works
for quite some time, and during summer
2019, the soccer teams were told the project
was finally beginning.
“It had been talked about for some time
now, and it finally happened when a lead
donor and others offered to help build it,”
Jonathan Ireland, men’s head soccer coach,
said.
“They will have access anytime they want,”
Ireland said. “It will have a weight room,
and if the weather is bad, now they have a
place they can also still practice.”
Senior forward Braeden Grundy said he
is looking forward to the opportunities that
come with the facility.
“The new facility being built is awesome,”
Grundy said. “I think it brings in a bunch
of recruits.”
Grundy said he also believes the new
facility will increase the time players spend

Photo by RYANN HEIM

Rain falls over the future site of the indoor soccer facility. Both men and
women’s soccer team are eager for the facility to finally be completed.
together and result in more bonding and
time playing around.
Sophomore midfielder Jack Savage said
the whole team is enthusiastic about the
new facility and the possibilites that could
come from it.
“I think the new indoor facility is going
to be very beneficial to our team,” Savage
said. “The whole team is beyond excited for
it to be done.”
The women’s and men’s soccer teams
currently both practice on the soccer field,
working around each other’s schedules.

The new facility will allow both teams to
practice at the same time in different areas
and never have to cancel practice because
of weather conditions.
Recreational practice time for players
will increase among both teams with the
new facility.
The soccer teams have been able to improve
throughout the years, and this facility will
only help keep that consistent, along with
never having to cancel games.
“This facility will be a tremendous blessing
to our players,” Ireland said.
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The
Dilemma
Emma Jones

FOR SUCCESS

Asst. Sports Editor

Life as a Hogs fan

A

Photos by SADIE THORNTON

The Lady Bison basketball team practices in Rhodes-Reaves Fieldhouse for their upcoming season. The team was
ranked No. 1 in the Great American Conference coming out of last season.

Lady Bisons ranked No. 1 in GAC

RACHEL MCCURRY
asst. copy editor

The Harding women’s basketball team
is ranked No. 1 going into this season.
The team, made up of many returning
starters, hopes to improve their skills and
demonstrate their experience on the court.
Women’s Head Coach Tim Kirby said
Harding had a successful season last year
with 21 wins, which highly contributed
to the team’s preseason ranking. Many
returning players have won awards in the
past, such as junior point guard Carissa
Caples and senior for ward Cheyenne
Brown, who received All-GAC honors
last season, and junior forward Kellie
Lampo, who is an all-region selection
and ranked third in scoring. Caples said
the team hopes to do even better than
last season.
“We had a great season, but we knew
that ’s not where we wanted to stop,”
Caples said. “We’re ranked first, but the

only thing that does for us is give us a
little bit of confidence.”
According to Kirby, the amount of
experience the Lady Bisons collectively
have makes them a strong team. He said
several junior players joined the team
their freshman year and have played many
minutes since then. Some have been in the
starting lineup since they began playing
for Harding.
“All coaches will talk about how
experience matters,” Kirby said. “They’ve
been through some tough games and some
stressful things that just help you grow
and help you handle that next time that
you have to deal with it.”
The Lady Bisons faced obstacles in the
2017-18 season that set them up for their
current success. The team went to the Final
Four in spring 2017, and the following
season hoped to deliver the same levels
of performance. However, several starting
players were unable to play, which required
freshmen to step into larger roles. Kirby

said this learning curve was an opportunity
for young players to get experience, and it
is those players who are leading the Lady
Bisons into the 2019-20 season.
Senior point guard Peyton Padgett
has played for the Lady Bisons since her
freshman year. Both Padgett and Kirby
said the team will focus on improving one
practice and one game at a time. Padgett
also said the amount of returning players
and experience they bring this year will
strengthen the team. She hopes to use
her own experience to build the team up.
“I want to create that great team
mentality — something that our team can
carry on into the next season to follow,”
Padgett said.
Fans can watch the women’s and men’s
basketball teams begin the season Nov. 8-9
with the conference challenge at RhodesReaves Field House. Both teams will play
four games over the weekend starting at
noon Saturday.

CORRECTION:

Last week’s issue of The Bison contained incorrect information about current
social club sports results. The graphic below contains the corrected information.

s a small town girl from northern
Arkansas, I’ve known no other life
than that of an Arkansas Razorbacks fan. I
grew up learning how to call the Hogs, “never
yielding,”and spending Saturdays in Fayetteville
at Donald W. Reynolds Razorbacks Stadium. As
I’ve grown up, my interest in Arkansas football
has gone from excitement and anticipation
for game days to unenthusiastically looking
over the stats the next Sunday. I still consider
myself a fan, just more of a lukewarm one than
the passionate one I was when I was younger.
Looking back, I begin to wonder just when my
disinterest began. My best bet would be that
it was when I actually started understanding
the game and realized the disappointing fact
that every Razorbacks fan is faced with: We
just aren’t good at football.
Take last Saturday’s game. Arkansas played
the No. 1 ranked Alabama Crimson Tide on
their home turf in Tuscaloosa and got beat 48-7.
Even with their Heisman-trophy nominated
quarterback Tua Tagovailoa out with an ankle
injury, the Crimson Tide made easy work of
the Hogs. Backup quarterback Mac Jones
passed for 235 yards and three touchdowns,
while Hogs quarterback John Stephen Jones
passed for 49 yards and one touchdown. The
Razorbacks gave up 24 points from turnovers.
The game marked 13 straight losses to Alabama
for the Hogs, and put their 2019 SEC record
at 0-5 under Coach Chad Morris.
A big question we Razorbacks football fans
are being faced with is simple: Why can’t Morris
find a quarterback who will work? Last season,
he replaced and rereplaced three promising
quarterbacks — Cole Kelley, Ty Storey and
Connor Noland — none of whom pulled off
an SEC victory. This year, he’s faced with the
same issue with three new quarterbacks — Ben
Hicks, Nick Starkel and John Stephen Jones. At
any rate, the quarterback situation needs to be
figured out. You can’t win in the SEC without
a consistent quarterback, as we see every week.
Something I have always wondered is how
diehard Razorbacks supporters keep their
enthusiasm, season after season, game after
game. It would be easy to do something similar
to what I did and lose interest after a losing
spell or yet another coach change. But every
time the Razorbacks are playing, you’d better
believe that there will be fans tailgating and
cheering from the stands and in front of their
televisions. I’d like to believe that supporting a
losing team just has a unique way of bringing
its fan base together. You and your fellow fans
experience heartbreak after heartbreak together,
something that is sure to bring out camaraderie
in fans, no matter their differences.
I’m holding out hope that the Razorbacks
can pull off an SEC win sometime this season.
Maybe it will be this Saturday, when they take
on the Mississippi State Bulldogs at home in
Fayetteville. I’m also holding out hope for my
excitement about Razorbacks game days to
be rekindled. There is something special about
watching football — and enjoying it — with
people who love the same team you do.
EMMA JONES is the assistant
sports editor for The Bison. She
may be contacted at ejones19@
harding.edu.

LIGHTNING
Halloween

Edition

ROUND WITH
HARDING
ATHLETES

Amanda Brown

Hunter Hook

Sierra White

Carissa Caples

Maddie Massoth

basketball

baseball

track and field

basketball

soccer

What is your favorite
Halloween candy?

Reese’s Cups

Kit-Kats

Runts

Snickers

Skittles

Do you prefer haunted
houses or corn mazes?

Corn mazes

Corn mazes

Haunted houses

Corn mazes

Corn mazes

What is your favorite
Halloween movie?

“Good Luck
Charlie:
Halloween
episode”

“Halloweentown”

“The Conjuring”

“Halloweentown”

“Hocus Pocus”

Candy corn: Do you love it
or hate it?

Love it with
peanuts

Hate it

Love it

Love it, but only
with peanuts

Hate it
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Lamplight Ministry
expands across
United States
What started in Arkansas,
students are taking back
home to Massachusetts
Senior Elissa Tetrault plays with a child at Lamplight Ministry at
the mobile homes behind College Church of Christ. Elissa and
her sister Erin started a similar ministry with their home church in
Massachusetts.
Photos by RYANN HEIM

EMILY SUNDERMEIER
student writer
Senior Elissa Tetrault has a heart for
missions and serving others. As a freshman,
she became involved in Lamplight Ministry,
a ministry in which Harding students
visit and build relationships with children
who live in mobile homes behind College
Church of Christ. This organization has
become a large part of her time at Harding.
As a Lamplight volunteer, she and
others help with homework, play games
and exhibit the love of Christ to children.
She said being involved with Lamplight
during her time at Harding inspired her
to begin a pizza ministry with her home
congregation in Massachusetts.
“When I went home, [I saw] there
[were] lower-income housing units by my
church,” Elissa said. “I thought it would be
a perfect opportunity for ministry, since
we already have connections in that area.”
The Massachusetts ministry is simply
k now n as Pizza Ministr y, which ws
Lamplight’s original name. The dream
Tetrault had of planting a ministry became
a reality a year and a half ago with help
from family, friends and others from her
small home congregation of 100 people. On
Sunday afternoons, volunteers distribute
pizzas to families living in low-income
housing and play with their children.
Tetrault said members of her home church
invest in personal relationships with the
children; her family takes three children
to church with them every week.
Elissa’s sister, freshman Erin Tetrault,
is involved in Lamplight Ministry here in
Searcy as well as the ministry back home
in Massachusetts. Growing up, Erin
said she always felt a need to go out and

Harding students play games and do homework with kids who live behind College Church of Christ. Lamplight
Ministry began in 2007 in Searcy.
serve others through mission work. After
becoming involved with the pizza ministry
started by Elissa in Massachusetts and
Lamplight Ministry on campus, she said
she realized there are needs for love and
ministry right here in the United States.

I’ve always been big on
wanting to do mission work
when I’m older, and I wanted
to go to Africa, and I’ve been
to Honduras [on mission
trips]. It’s opened my eyes
to how much need is in the
United States.
– Erin Tetrault,
freshman

“It’s kind of put things into perspective
for me,” Erin said. “I’ve always been big

on wanting to do mission work when I’m
older, and I wanted to go to Africa, and
I’ve been to Honduras [on mission trips].
It’s opened my eyes to how much need is
in the United States.”
Senior Tatum Watson is co-director
with Elissa at Lamplight Ministry. They
are responsible for organizing activities,
dealing with the business administration
side of the ministry, and getting people
connected to what is going on within
Lamplight. They met during their freshman
year while volunteering at Lamplight
together.
“ Work ing with Elissa has been an
absolute honor,” Watson said. “I have
loved getting to work with her and learn
from her and serve alongside with her.
She’s an incredible human being who is
going to keep doing amazing things for
this world that we live in.”
El issa has enjoyed her t ime w it h
Lamplight, and she said she prays for God
to move in this ministry.

It’s about looking at souls
and looking at the eternal
consequences rather than the
temporary physical ones … it’s
about being more intentional
with how we serve others.
– Elissa Tetrault,
senior

“My prayer for Lamplight is for it to be
a mission-oriented ministry, and not [a]
humanitarian [organization],” Elissa said.
“It’s about looking at souls and looking
at the eternal consequences rather than
the temporary physical ones … it’s about
being more intentional with how we serve
others.”

The man behind the mascot
Student finds confidence as Buff
DANIELA CUELLAR
student writer
It’s another home football game in the
September heat: Fans are cheering, football
players are locked in and the crowd is
getting tense. But there he is, Buff the
Bison, withstanding the tremendous heat,
encouraging fans to get on their feet, to
cheer louder and to have as much faith in
the football team as he does.
Students see him everywhere — at football
and basketball games, during orientation
and so many other events on campus. Fans
see a funny, energetic bison ready to cheer
on Harding’s athletic teams and stand with
them through their victories and even their
downfalls. Most people don’t know, however,
that the man behind the mask has dedicated
over half his life to being a mascot.
Senior Austin Dunning has served as
Harding’s mascot, Buff, for almost 10 years
and has challenged himself to be the most
committed mascot Harding has ever had.
Before Harding, Dunning served as mascot
for Western Guilford High School in North
Carolina, and Frederick Community College
in Maryland. After not feeling complete at
either of these places, the search for another
school began. The road to Harding wasn’t
easy, but Dunning said he believes that
being Buff was his calling.
“I think this is what God wants me to
do,” Dunning said.
Dunning was born 11 weeks premature
and diagnosed with autism and attention
deficit disorder. On his first day of high

school, students threw Dunning into a
trash can because he was different. Emotion
overcame Dunning that night. With feelings
of embarrassment, sadness and anger, an even
more dominant feeling arose — determination.

I think this is what God
wants me to do.
– Austin Dunning,
senior

“I was not going to be remembered as
the kid who was thrown into a trash can,”
Dunning said.
His journey of becoming a mascot began.
After trying out and making it as his high
school’s mascot, Dunning realized this was
what he was meant to do. Bringing joy and
happiness into people’s life was his purpose.
Fulfilling this task has not been easy, though,
and has taken a toll on Dunning at times.
“My body can’t handle everything like
it used to,” Dunning said. “It is catching
up with me — being [a mascot] for almost
20 years.”
With all the sacrifices, however, comes
reward. Being a mascot not only brings joy
to others, but it also brings happiness and
fulfillment into Dunning’s life.
Mascot handler and coach Robbie Dunning
has been with Austin every step of the way.
As his coach and mother, Robbie has seen
f irsthand how being Buff has changed
Austin’s life.
“Buff doesn’t struggle with the same
things Austin does,” Robbie said. “Inside
the costume, he’s confident and doesn’t have

Photo by ELENA FENNER

Austin Dunning is the University mascot, Buff the Bison. Dunning began his
mascot career in high school.
to worry about being misunderstood. He is
very comfortable as Buff.”
A lthough being Buff has played a
significant role in Austin and his family’s
life, he is still not sure how long he will
continue to be Buff. He is a few years away
from graduation, but moving on is still a
constant thought he has.
“What bugs me the most is I don’t know
who’s going to replace me,” Austin said.
He hopes Harding will be able to keep the
Bison tradition and Buff alive even without
him here.
Even though the thought of not being
Buff brings sadness to Austin, he continues
to try to do what he does best — bringing joy
to the lives of many. Junior cheerleader Kaci
Mason sees firsthand how Buff lights up every
game as she is cheerleading alongside him.
“No game would be the same without

No game would be the
same without Buff ...
Buff is a part of the
Harding game day
experience, and the
fans look forward to
seeing him.
– Kaci Mason,
junior

Buff,” Mason said. “Buff is a part of the
Harding game day experience, and the fans
look forward to seeing him.”
While the end may or may not be in sight,
Austin continues performing as though it
were the last time he played Buff.
“I’m taking it each game at a time, and I’m
just enjoying what I have left,” Austin said.
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Season of
rebranding

Small Business
Revolution ignites
series of rebrands
around Searcy
KASSIDY BARDEN
student writer
Midnight Oil Coffeehouse: a Kibo
Outpost unveiled a new logo a few weeks
ago to replace the previous sign and to use on
shirts and other merchandise. Other brand
changes have been popping up all over town.
“We had such a collection of different
names,” Midnight Oil manager Eric Mount
said. “But we were looking to get a new sign,
and we knew we had to get the logo and the
brand right before we put any money into
the new sign.”
Midnight Oil has been owned by Kibo
Group International since 2010, but has
struggled to incorporate them in their design.
“A previous manager wanted to really
emphasize Kibo, and so started marketing
everything Kibo Midnight Oil,” Mount
said. “This just created a lot of confusion, so
we decided with our new rebranding to be
Midnight Oil Coffeehouse: a Kibo Outpost.”
Mount described this new branding as a
gesture to Kibo as their owner, but wanted to
clarify they are not doing the same work as
those in Uganda. He said he sees Midnight
Oil as a place to learn more about what Kibo
is and hopes the Searcy coffee shop can live
out the same spirit of what Kibo is doing
in East Africa.

Photo by ELENA FENNER

Seniors Emily Davis and Adrian Blanco wear new Midnight Oil merchandise while working as baristas. Many places
in Searcy have rebranded over the past few months to update their logos and overall styles.
Harding also joined what seems to be a
citywide rebranding effort with a cafeteria
redesign by marketing the name Graze and
adding titles to each food section to better
explain what each has to offer.
“Aramark actually came to us back in
the summer and said, ‘We’d really like
to create some visual interest for our food
stations,’” said Jana Rucker, vice president for
University communication and enrollment.
“Then I started thinking, as all marketers
do, ‘What if we created a whole restaurant
concept for the caf?’”
Rucker said the idea was to make it look
like a coffeehouse, but the main focus was on
making sure each section was aesthetically
pleasing, as well as being clear what each
station offered.
Over the summer, Harding rebranded
the Bison logo to update its graphic style.
Searcy.com designed a completely new logo

‘Jesus is King’ album review
DANIELLE TURNER
lifestyle editor
Only one year after the release of his
last album, “Ye,” Kanye West dropped his
ninth studio album last Friday, Oct. 25.
This album is drastically different than any
other West has released. The album titled
“Jesus is King” is a Christian rap album.
“Jesus is King” is only about 27 minutes long
and features gospel choirs and songs about
transformation and Chick-fil-A.
West begins the album with “Every
Hour,” a song that features Sunday Service
Gospel Choir. Sunday Service is a gospelrap group led by West that performs every
Sunday morning as part of a nonlinear church
service. The gospel choir is undoubtedly
the best part of the album and arguably
underutilized by West, only having main
features on “Every Hour” and “Selah.” The
choir adds a level to the songs that helps
merge these two genres together while still
giving West the platform to communicate
bigger philosophical struggles throughout
the songs.
On James Corden’s “Late Late Show,”
he did a version of Carpool Karaoke called
Airpool Karaoke in which the entirety of
the Sunday Service choir accompanied West
and Corden to sing a few of the songs from
“Jesus is King,” and the result was beautiful
and impactful music.
Songs on “Jesus is King” tell stories of the
trials and struggles West went through before
he was a Christian and during his walk to
becoming a Christian. “Water”
talks about the renewing
powers of baptism and
alludes to John 4:13-14,
in which Jesus speaks
about living water and

everlasting life. “Hands On” addresses the
judgment West faces from other Christians
on his own Christian philosophy when he
says, “What have you been hearing from
the Christians? / They’ll be the first one to
judge me / Make it seem like nobody love
me.” And “Follow God” makes a statement
about how people are willing to tell you
when you aren’t being Christ like, but no
one gives you affirmation when you are being
a good Christian.
“Closed on Sunday” is easily the most
talked about song on the album, partially
because listeners can’t tell if it is a joke or
not. In the song, West presumably sings to
Kim Kardashian West telling her, “Closed
on Sunday, you my Chick-fil-A/ Hold the
selfies, put the Gram away/ Get your family,
y’all hold hands and pray.” While the overall
message is a good one, it’s lost in the silliness
of the Chick-fil-A reference.
Overall, the album is revolutionary for
the Christian rap genre. For anyone to be
talking about a Christian rap album in the
first place is a huge step forward for the
entire genre. West pushes the envelope of
Christian rap and adds elements of gospel
music and testimony to create an honest and
open minded project. Other than the genre,
for West, “Jesus is King” is very similar to
his previous albums “Ye” and “The Life of
Pablo.” His journey is well communicated
through “Jesus is King,” but the album is
carried by his lyrics alone, with the music
and production quality seeming almost like
an afterthought.
“Jesus is King” provides new and
refreshing conversation about
what it takes to be a Christian
in both the Christian and
secular communities, but the
music itself fell a little flat.

JESUS
IS KING
Illustration by AVERY TILLETT

and updated their website to match their
new branding standards. Even Student
Publication’s own digital team has rebranded
to be titled Shockwave.
“Around town I think people are being
more mindful of how they are presented, of
course because of Small Business Revolution,”
Rucker said.

There’s always
going to be a need
for rebranding.
– Lori Sloan
asst. professor of communication

The Small Business Revolution helped six
Searcy businesses by bringing in marketing
experts to help them rejuvenate their brands
and energize the entire community in support
of small businesses.

Assistant professor of communication
Lori Sloan said that in today’s market it is
extremely important that all messages sent
out by a company are unified and consistent.
It’s more difficult now than it ever has been
because of the number of ways in which a
company can communicate to its audiences.
“You want to stay updated, because when
everyone can also see your competition
updating, you start to look old,” Sloan said.
“You used to be able to create a new logo
every five to 10 years, but not anymore.”
Sloan said the most important thing for
companies is to stay in communication with
their company base. Owners want their brand
accurately communicated, and customers
want to know that companies are going to
deliver what they promise.
“From an integrated marketing communication
prospective, there’s always going to be a need
for rebranding,” Sloan said.
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Harding’s
Honor Societies
Alpha Chi Honor Society (Interdepartmental)
Alpha Pi Chi Chapter of Chi Sigma Iota (Counseling)
Academic and Professional Honor Society International Inc.
Alpha Psi Omega National Theatre Honor Society
ETA Omega Cast
Christian Entrepreneur
Organization (CEO)
B
Harding’s Entrepreneur Club (Interdepartmental)
Delta Mu Delta (DMD) (Business)
Honors College (Interdepartmental)
Kappa Delta Pi (Education)
Nu Delta Chapter of Kappa Omicron Nu Inc. (FCS)
Omicron Delta Kappa (Leadership)
Phi Alpha Theta (History)
Phi Sigma Iota Honor Society (Foreign Language)
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science)
Psi Chi (Psychology)
Sigma Nu Tau Entrepreneurship Honor Society
(Interdepartmental)
Sigma Tau Delta (English)
Sigma Theta Tau International
Epsilon Omicron Chapter (Nursing)
For more details and contact information, visit:
www.Harding.edu/Student-Life/Organizations
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